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DEDICATION
THIS 1988 ANNUAL TOWN REPORT IS BEING DEDICATED TO
BEATRICE GAGE MARCOTTE
Bea has been an outstanding resident of our community for
her entire lifetime.
Born in Epping in 1908, she attended all of our local schools
and graduated from Watson Academy in 1926.
In September, 1932, she married Philip A. Marcotte. This
marriage produced two children; a son Gail and a daughter, Pamela.
During her marriage, she and her husband also became the loving
guardians of her sister's four children; Edwin, Martha, Katherine
and John; raising them as their own.
Over the years, this close-knit family has made her the
proud grandmother of 14 and the great-grandmother of 10.
Also to her credit, she has been our Town Clerk in Epping
since 1960, our Tax Collector since 1968, a member of the Epping
School Board for 16 years, a lifetime member of the Epping Women's
Club, a 50-year member of the Rebecca Lodge and a Notary Public.
She has also been a Justice of the Peace for many more
years then she's like to remember and during this time, has
married many many couples including one of her daughters and
two of her grandchildren.
Her co-workers at the Town Hall will never forget how unhappy
she was last year when she had to live out of Town for a short
time before settling into her new home back in Epping. It served
to prove, you can take Bea out of Epping but you can't take
Epping out of Bea.
She is indeed a devoted member of our community and her
mark is well engraved in the hearts of many. She is not only




On January 19th, Epping lost its oldest citizen - Teresa
F. Cloutier of 11 Bartlett Street at the age of 100 years and
eleven months
.
Tessie, as she was affectionately known, was an active
member of the Town for over fifty years.
She was a native of Somersworth and graduated from the
Plymouth Normal School (as it was formerly known) . Returning
to Somersworth, she taught in the school system until her
marriage to Alfred Cloutier in 1918. In the mid 20 ' s , the
family moved to Epping as Mr. Cloutier assumed responsibility
for the A & P Store at the location currently occupied by the
Historical Society.
In those days, Epping was a growing town with wooden
sidewalks, active brickyards and a station on the B & M Railroad
line. In 1939, Tessie suffered the loss of her husband and
continued to raise eight children on her own.
During the 1930's and 19A0's, while raising her family,
Tessie participated in a number of organizations. As an original
member of the Catholic Daughters of America, she helped to
raise money for a replacement organ for St Joseph's Church,
and, as was true with so many families in Epping, provided
many "Knights-of -the-Road" with food during the Depression
years
.
In the 1940's, she taught briefly in the third grade and
subsequently substituted in the Elementary and High School
for many years thereafter. Many Epping citizens benefited
from the personal qualities Tessie brought to this learning
experience
.
Tessie was a lady who tended to work behind the scenes
for charitable events, was always there when needed to lend
a helping hand and was considered a good citizen who contributed
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SELECTMEN'S ANNUAL REPORT
We take this opportunity to review the more significant accom-
plishments of 1988 and to outline our goals for the future.
One major accomplishment was the road reconstruction project.
By combining warrant article funds, road budget and developer's
impact fees, we expended $180,000 for road reconstruction. This
work was done on a sealed bid basis and through the diligence of
the town Administrative Assistant, the Town truly got value for
this expense. We hope you'll support an even greater effort in
1989.
In addition to the new sign, the Town Hall had some much need-
ed maintenance performed which included a total refurbishing of our
police facility. We anticipate additional needs in 1989 to make
our Town Hall more attractive and efficient. A much needed Town
Hall handicap ramp is recommended by the Board in 1989 to allow
for building access by all.
The improvements made to our "show place" Transfer Station
deserve special notice. We would like to thank those taxpayers
for the fencing, trees and staining contributions as well as the
many recycling volunteers who definitely make a difference. We
hope to increase our recycling effort in 1989 and look at each of
you for your collective support.
We hired a full time Code Enforcement Officer in 1988. This
position encompasses the responsibility of the Building Inspector
and Health Officer while providing a daily liaison between devel-
opers, the general public, Planning Board and Board of Selectmen.
Please call if you have any questions or concerns about activity
which should require Town approval. Your assistance in this matter
can be of tremendous benefit to the Town's well being.
We also completed a Revaluation in 1988, the previous one
being done in 1976. Many properties changed disproportionately to
the majority of properties reflecting the need to perform this task
more frequently. We feel a fair appraisal of property values was
done, but welcome your opinion. Remember, you have until March 22,
1989 to request an appeal of your 1988 taxes. Unfortunately, a
significant tax impact was felt by those having an elderly tax
exemption. Whereas, the amount of the elderly exemption is stated
as a dollar amount as opposed to a percentage of valuation.
We are still looking for industry for Epping. We strongly
support the Planning Board's position on the proposed zoning ordi-
nance changes and wetlands ordinance. The only way our taxes will
be reduced is through industry. Please attend the public hearings,
get the facts and vote for Epping to grow prosperously. In part-
icular, we are supporting Wheelabrator Environmental Systems co-
generation facility for Epping. This facility will not only gen-
erate electricity and steam but also jobs and significant tax re-
venue for Epping.
In closing, we are all very much budget conscious. We sup-
port the ideas of all concerned taxpayers and welcome their assi-
tance in controlling not only the Town budget, but more import-
antly - the School budget, which represents 867o of your tax dollar.






To The Inhabitants of The Town of Epping in the County of
Rockingham in said State qualified to vote in Town Affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Epping Town Hall in said
Epping on Tuesday the eight of March next at nine of the clock in the
forenoon to act upon the following subjects.
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary Town Offices for the year ensuing.
The 1988 Annual Town Meeting opened at nine o'clock with the
Moderator Mary S. Fecteau presiding.
After the meeting was opened and before any balloting took
place, Mrs. Fecteau read a PROTEST TO PROPOSAL CHANGES IN EPPING, NEW
HAMPSHIRE ZONING ORDINANCES.
"V/e, the undersigned Landowners in the Town of Epping, New
Hampshire, present this proteat petition to the Board of Selectmen in
accordance with RSA 675:15, to require a two-thirds vote on Article
37, of the warrant to be voted on at the annual town meeting to be
held March 8, 1988. The proposed Article is entitled, "WETLANDS
ORDINANCE" and to become ARTICLE IV-D, was proposed by the Epping
Conservation Commission and sponsored by the Epping Planning Board.
The purpose of this proposed article is to protect ground water and
water supplies and would limit use of "poorly drained soils" for
building purposes.
After the reading of the petition, Eileen Murphy, Selectperson,
made a motion to postpone Articles 2 through 45 until Tuesday, March
15, 1988 at 7:00 p.m. at the school gymnasium, this motion was
seconded, voted on and passed.
The ballots were opened and counted by the Ballot Clerks who
were Frances Allen, Antoinette Langdon who replaces Pamela Homes,
Virginia LaPierre and Eileen Murphy.
The Moderator declared the polls open for voting at 9:15 a.m.
Polls closed at 8:00 p.m. with 814 regular ballots and 28 absentee
ballots cast, making a total of 842 ballots cast. The results are as
follows:
Moderator
Mary S. Fecteau (after recount) 416 votes
William Williamson (" ") 404 votes
Mary S. Fecteau having the plurality of votes cast was duly
elected.
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Planning Board (for three years)
Linda Herbst Harding 621 votes
Linda H. Harding having all the votes cast was duly elected and
in open meeting took the oath of office as prescribed by law by the
Town Clerk, Beatrice G. Marcotte.
Supervisor of Checklist (for six years)
Beverly M. Chandler 681 votes
Beverly M. Chandler having all votes cast was duly elected.
Cemetery Trustee (for three years)
Joseph Denoncour 714 votes
Joseph Denoncour having all votes cast was duly elected and in
open meeting took the oath of office as prescribed to by law by Town
Clerk, Beatrice G. Marcotte.
Cemetery Trustee (for two years)
Richard F. Sanborn 729 votes
Richard F. Sanborn having all votes cast was duly elected and
in open meeting took the oath of office as prescribed to by law by
Town Clerk, Beatrice G. Marcotte.
Cemetery Trustee (for one year)
Elizabeth A. Scagel 574 votes
Neil Spear 72 votes
Elizabeth A. Scagel having the most votes cast was duly elected
and in open meeting took the oath of office as prescribed to by law by
Town Clerk, Beatrice G. Marcotte.
Fire Ward (for three years)
Karen Scott 672 votes
Karen Scott having all votes for this office was duly elected
and in open meeting took oath of office as prescribed by law by Town
Clerk, Beatrice G. Marcotte.
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Selectmen (for three years)
Lorraine K. Rauh 473 votes
Kenneth M. Scagel, Jr. 341 votes
Lorraine K. Rauh having the plurality of votes cast was duly
elected and in open meeting took oath of office as prescribed by Town
Clerk, Beatrice G. Marcotte.
Treasurer (for one year)
Willis A, Baker 665 votes
Willis A. Baker having all votes was duly elected and took oath
of office as prescribed by law in open meeting by Town Clerk, Beatrice
G. Marcotte.
Trustee of Trust Funds (for three years)
Daniel W. Harvey 635 votes
Daniel W. Harvey having all votes cast for this was duly
elected and in open meeting took oath of office as prescribed to by
law by Town Clerk, Beatrice G. Marcotte.
Librarv Trustee (for three years)
Deborah McConnell 566 votes
Bobbi B. Ricci 123 votes
Deborah McConnell having the plurality of votes cast was duly
elected and in open meeting took the oath of office prescribed by law
by Town Clerk, Beatrice G. Marcotte.
Water and Sewer Commissioners (for three years)
Robert C. Howe 381 votes
Jack O. Lavoie 397 votes
Jack O. Lavoie having the plurity of votes cast was duly
elected.
Budget Committee (for three years) (vote for three)
Nancy C. Chase 466 votes
Geraldine D. Kearns 472 votes
David Kelly 387 votes
Paul D. Langdon 525 votes
Nancy Chase, Geraldine Kearns and Paul Langdon having the most
votes cast were duly elected and in open meeting took the oath of







The adjourned town meeting was called to order by Moderator Mary
S. Fecteau at 7:10 p.m.
At this time, Police Chief Gregory Dodge presented awards of valor
on behalf of the Epping Police Department to F. Christopher Dittmar and
Peter Dyrkacz for their brave efforts at the Wayne Frost fire; also
Richard Marcotte, Chief of the Epping Volunteer Fire Department presented
awards to Lt. Bruce Chapman, John Bertogli and Robert Downie for their
brave efforts.
The Moderator read the results of the candidates and the
referendum ballot.
ARTICLE 2. To see if the town will vote to adopt the following rules
for the 1988 Town Meeting to aid in understanding, and reduce confusion
during the Town Meeting process:
1. All remarks or questions are to be made to or through the
Moderator.
2. A voter must be recognized by the Moderator before starting to
speak.
3. No one is to interrupt when a voter has the floor.
4. No name calling, profanity, or threatening will be tolerated.
5. A motion must be made and seconded prior to any discussion.
6. Any motion may be amended but only one amendment to a motion
will be allowed.
7. All motions are debatable except one that limits debate. A
motion to limit debate requires a 2/3 majority vote.
8. A motion to reconsider an article must get a 2/3 majority vote
for the motion to pass unless the motion is made immediately following
the vote on the article. If Town Meeting continues on another day or
evening, a motion to reconsider an article can only be made on the same
day or evening that the article was voted on.
9. Prior to a vote being taken on an article, a request for a
secret ballot vote can be made in writing by 5 or more voters and this
request must be given to the Moderator (NH Law).
10. After an oral or hand vote is taken on an article, a request
for a secret ballot vote can be made orally by 7 or more voters (NH Law).
11. The Moderator has the right to vote on all questions if s/he
wishes, including a vote to break or cause a tie vote.
12. The Moderator shall not participate in the debate of any
article or motion.
13. No new articles or motions to reconsider an article will be
considered after 11:00 p.m.
The rules were read as submitted in the report, and also the rules
the Moderator submitted. "Debate: no person may speak during the meeting
without permission of the moderator. Order will be maintained by the
moderator. Secret Ballot: prior to a vote on the article, five voters
may make a written request for a ballot vote. Questioning of Vote:
immediately after the vote on a question is declared, and before any
other business, and before any other business is begun, seven or more
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persons may stand and demand a ballot vote on the question. Not
Debatable & Requiring a 2/3 Vote: motion to more or call a question;
motion to limit debate; motion to lay on the table; all other questions
are debatable and require only a simple majority. Point of Order: not a
question, not debatable, moderator decides and takes preference of
subject pending. Reconsideration Motion: question of prevailing side
will not be an issue. Non-Voters: may address the floor only if the
town meeting votes to allow it. Moderator: will not vote except to tie
a vote; thereby defeating it or cast my vote to break a tie. Town
Meeting: is considered legislative; therefore, there is no time limit on
debate and can only be moved by a proper motion.
Eileen Murphy made a motion to accept Article 2 as read, seconded,
discussion followed and amendments were made on items 6 and 12 on the
rules in the report by Peter Contrastano, a motion was made to accept
these amendments, seconded, voted on, and passed. The Moderator made it
very clear that she has a right to speak on any article providing she has
a protemp in her place.
A vote was taken in Article 2 as presented in the report and it
was defeated by a voice vote; therefore, the Moderator's rules are
adopted.
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to borrow in
anticipation of taxes. Eileen made a motion to accept Article 3 as read,
seconded, put a vote and passed by a voice vote.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will approve the purchase of a Fire
Engine, Ladder Truck, Tanker Truck and Ambulance. Also to authorize the
issuance of serial notes or bonds in an amount not to exceed $385,000.00
under and in compliance with the State of New Hampshire law. To
authorize the Selectmen to determine the time and place of payment and
rate of interest on serial notes or bonds and to take whatever action as
may be necessary to the issuance thereof. Said period of such notes or
bonds not to exceed ten (10) years.
Eileen Murphy made a motion to accept Article 4 as read, seconded
before discussion. Clifton Cray made a motion to amend Article 4 to read
to see if the town will approve to purchase a used ladder truck and a
used tanker truck with the issuance of serial notes or bonds not to
exceed $250,000.00, seconded. Richard Marcotte spoke in behalf of this
article and amendment. A vote was taken on Cray's amendment and passed.
A ballot vote was in order, and it would take a 2/3 vote to pass.
During the interim of voting, a motion was made and seconded that the
adjourned meeting would recess at 11:00 p.m. except if there is a ballot
vote in progress, it will continue until the balloting is over and the
results. The meetings will convene on Tuesday evening at 7:00 p.m. until
closed. Ballot vote on article 4: yes - 150 no - 100 Article 4 was
defeated.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will approve the expansion of the existing
Fire Station building on Main Street at a cost of $250,000.00. Also to
authorize the issuance of serial notes or bonds in an amount not to
exceed $250,000.00 under and compliance with the State of New Hampshire
law. To authorize the Selectmen to determine the time and place of
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payment and rate of interest on serial notes or bonds and to take
whatever action as may be necessary to the issurance thereof. Said
period of such notes or bonds not to exceed ten (10) years.
Joseph Foley made a motion to accept this article as read,
seconded, discussion.
Joseph Foley made a motion to table Article 5, seconded until
Clifton Cray can ask for a reconsideration on Article 4. A vote to table
Article 5 was made by a voice vote and passed.
A motion was made by Dorothy Hall to reconsider Article 4. A
voice vote was taken on this motion and passed.
Clifton Cray amended Article 4 to read: "To see if the Town will
approve the purchase of a Tanker Fire Truck, also to authorize the
issuance of serial notes or bonds in an amount not to exceed $150,000.00
under and in compliance with the State of New Hampshire Law. A motion
was made and seconded to approve this amendment, voted on, a ballot vote
was taken. Yes - 165 No - 55. Article passed.
Meeting recessed at 11:05 p.m. 3/15/88.
SECOND ADJOURNMENT
TOWN OF EPPING ANNUAL MEETING. March 22. 1988
The meeting convened with Moderator Mary S. Fec-teau presiding at
7:10 p.m.
Richard Marcotte made a presentation to Terry Poliquin for his
brave participation at the Wayne Frost fire.
The Moderator announced the Planning Board's Master Plan Committee
Meeting.
The rules of the meeting were read.
John Hoar made a motion to reconsider Article 4 for $250,000.00.
No discussion. A motion was made and seconded on John Hoar's motion to
be voted on a week later, a vote taken. Yes - 190 No - 28.
ARTICLE 5. Motion made by William Williamson and seconded to take
Article 5 off the table, a vote was taken and the motion carried.
To see if the Town will approve the expansion of the existing Fire
Station building on Main Street at a cost of $250,000.00. Also to
authorize the issuance of serial notes or bonds in an amount not to
exceed $250,000.00 under and compliance with the State of New Hampshire
law. To authorize the Selectmen to determine the time and place of
payment and rate of interest on serial notes or bonds and to take
whatever action as may be necessary to the issurance thereof. Said
period of such notes or bonds not to exceed ten (10) years.
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Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept Article 5 as read, seconded,
explanation on this article was given by Richard Marcotte, a lengthy
discussion followed.
A motion was made and seconded to move the questions, voted on and
passed.
Paul Langdon made a motion and seconded to amend Article 5 by
inserting the following, "an all work and materials to be put out to
bid." Vote was taken on this amendment and passed.
A ballot vote proceeded, the results were: Yes - 124 No - 44.
Article 5 was defeated.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum
not-to-exceed $2,700,000 for the purpose of undertaking water yield and
quality testing, acquisition of land or rights thereof, and design and
construction of water well(s), pump station(s), mains, storage facility,
and connection to the existing water system to augment the water supply
of the town. Said sum to be raised by the issuance of either bonds or
serial notes in compliance with applicable State law and to authorize the
Selectmen to determine the date and place of payment of such bonds or
notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon as they determine to
be in the best interest of the Town, To the extent that the Selectmen
and/or Board of Water and Sewer Commissioners are able and deem it
appropriate, they may raise such portions of said sum by application for
appropriate Federal, State, or private funds that may be available, and
pass any vote relating thereto.
Eileen Murphy made a motion to accept Article 6 as read,
seconded. Albert Haberstroh spoke extensively on this article. Albert
Haberstroh amended the amount to $450,000. A motion was made to read
$450,000.
Scott Brown made a motion to vote on the amendment to Article 6' to
read $2,700,000 to $450,000.00, seconded; a vote was taken on this
article as amended and carried.
A motion was made by Eileen Murphy to accept Article 6 as amended,
seconded, voted on and carried. A ballot vote was taken: ^yes - 127 no
- 67. Article 6 was defeated.
The meeting adjourned until next Tuesday at 7:00 p.m. The
moderator cast her vote in the affirmative after the ballot box was
closed and refused to retract it. The article was still defeated.
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THIRD ADJOURNMENT
TOWN OF EPPING ANNUAL MEETING. March 29. 1988
The Moderator opened the meeting at 7:15 p.m. The rules of the
meeting were read.
ARTICLE 4. This is a reconsideration on Article #4. A motion was made
by Clifton Cray to amend the amount to, $150 ,000.00 , seconded, voted on
and passed. A ballot vote was taken, yes - 147 no - 61. Article #4
passed.
James Kach made a motion that no reconsiderations be granted
except bond issues, until all other articles have been voted on, seconded
voted on and passed.
A motion was made by Albert Haberstroh to reconsider Article 6 as
amended at the next meeting on April 5, 1988 at 7;00 p.m. This was
seconded, voted on and passed.
A motion was made by Clifton Cray to reconsider Article 5, Tuesday
night, April 12, 1988 at 7:00 p.m., seconded, voted on and the motion
carried.
A motion made by Roger Gauthier to table Article 7, seconded, this
requires a two-third (2/3rd) vote. The vote was - yes - 39 no - 128.
This was defeated.
ARTICLE 7. A motion was made by Joseph Foley to accept this article as
read, seconded, discussion followed. Joseph Foley made a motion to amend
this article 7 to read $204,780.00, seconded and presented to the town
meeting a proposal from Kenneth Scagel to use water from his source.
This was discussed. Joseph Foley and Kim Sullivan of the Board of
Selectmen are in favor of this proposal. This was under heavy discussion.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to move the questions, seconded. A
vote was taken. yes - 115 no - 69. This required two-thirds (2/3rds)
vote. Motion was defeated,
A motion was made to move the question, seconded, hand vote. No
count given; this passed.
The article was voted on as amended, seconded, voted on and
passed. A ballot vote was taken, yes - 82 no - 128. Article #7 was
defeated.
Adjournment until next Tuesday night, April 5, 1988 at 7:00 p.m.
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FOURTH ADJOURNMENT
TOWN OF EPPING ANNUAL MEETING. April 5. 1988
The Moderator called the meeting to order at 7:20 p.m. The rules
of the meeting were read.
The Moderator cast her ballot at the last meeting after the ballot
box was closed thinking she was casting her vote to carry the article;
but, this was not so and she made declaration of this.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept Article 6 as read, seconded.
Albert Haberstroh made a motion to amend the Article 6 to read, "Not to
exceed $320,000.00; seconded. Dorothy Hall made a motion to delete a
portion of Article 6 and for Article 6 to read, "Wheeler site in West
Epping, and all work to be done shall be put out to bid." Discussion
followed. A motion taken on Article 6 as amended and passed. A ballot
vote was taken. Yes - 181 No 55. Motion carried.
ARTICLE 8. To act on the reports of the Selectmen and such other town
officers, boards, committees and all commissions who are required by law
to make such reports.
Joseph Foley moved to accept this article as read, seconded, voted
on and passed.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
administer, sell or otherwise dispose of any real estate acquired by tax
title or otherwise, by public auction, and providing that if such
property is to be sold at public auction, then the sam'e shall be
advertised sixty (60) days in advance of sale and again forty-five (45)
days in advance of sale with notice thereof being posted at three (2/3)
public places (town hall, library, post office) and area newspapers.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept this article as read,
seconded. A motion was made by Dorothy Hall to amend this article by
deleting the 2/3 in this article, seconded this amendment. This was
voted on and passed. The article was voted on as amended and passed.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply
for, receive and expend federal grants which may become available during
the course of the year and also to accept and expend money from any other
governmental unit or private source to be used for purposes which the
Town may legally appropriate money provided: (1) that such grants and
other monies do not require the expenditure of other town funds, (2) that
a public hearing shall be held by the Selectmen prior to the receipt and
expenditure of such grants and monies, and (3) that such items shall be
exempt from all provisions of RSA 32 relative to limitation and
expenditure of town monies, all as provided as RSA 31:95-b.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept Article 10 as read, seconded,
voted on and passed.
ARTICLE 11. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 80:58-86 for a real
estate tax lien procedure? These statutes provide that tax sales to
private individuals for non-payment of property taxes and real estate are
replaced with a real estate tax lien procedure under which only a
municipality or county where the property is located or the state may
acquire a tax lien against land and buildings for unpaid taxes.
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Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept ARticle 11 as read, seconded,
voted on and passed.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $35,227.00 to purchase and equip two police
cruisers.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept Article 12 as read,
seconded. Police Chief Gregory Dodge spoke for this article. After a
discussion, a vote was taken on the original motion and passed.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $20,000.00 for the purpose of rennovating and
expanding the Police Station located in the cellar of the Town Hall.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept this article as read,
seconded, discussion with Chief Dodge and a vote was taken on the motion
and passed.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $18,000.00 to be used for the construction of a Highway Department
barn (garage) to be located on existing town property, Map #12, Lot #64
(Wastewater Treatment Facilities).
Kim Sullivan made a motion' to, accept Article 14 as read,
seconded. Eileen Murphy made a motion to amend the article by deleting
the wording "Map 12 Lot 64 Vfastewater Treatment Facilities. A discussion
followed; a vote was taken on the amendment and the amendment passed.
Yes - 87 No -60. An amendment was made to read Town Garage/Shed,
seconded, voted on and passed. Article 14 was voted on as amended and
passed.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will approve the establishment of two
(2) full time Fire Department/EMT personnel at a cost of $52,000.00
(annual salaries and benefits).
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept this article as read,
seconded. Clifton Cray made a motion to amend this article to read
$35,000, salaries and benefits from May 1988 to December 31, 1988.
Motion was seconded, voted on and and passed.
William Williamson made a motion to delete the word annual,
seconded and voted on and passed. A motion was made to accept this
article as amended, voted on and passed.




TOWN OF EPPING ANNUAL MEETING. April 12. 1988
The Moderator declared the town meeting opened at 7:15 p.m. The
rules of the meeting were read.
ARTICLE 5 (Reconsideration). Article 5 was read for reconsideration.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept Article 5 as read, seconded.
Richard Marcotte made a motion to amend Article 5 to read, "To delete the
working expansion of the existing fire station on Main Street for
$250,000.00 and add "To see if the town will approve $250,000.00 for the
purpose of building additional fire department facilities and to add the
location to be determined by the Selectmen and Fire Warden." Al
Haberstroh amended the motion to go out for bid. Amendment carried. A
vote was taken on the amendment and passed. A ballot vote was taken.
Yes - 113 No - 89. Motion defeated.
ARTICLE 16. Are the people of the Town of Epping, N.H. willing to have
the Epping Ambulance bill individuals for services?
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept this article as read,
seconded, voted on and Article 16 was defeated.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town' will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $10,000.00 for the necessary repairs to the 'Town Hall.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept this article as read,
seconded, discussion, voted on and Article 17 passed.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sume of $100,000.00 for the reconstruction of parts of St. Laurent
Street, North River Road, Old Hedding Road, and Shannon Drive.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept this article as read,
seconded, discussion, voted on and Article 18 passed.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000.00 to be used for preliminary search and engineering costs
associated with finding suitable land on which to establish a town
cemetery by the Board of Cemetery Trustees in accordance with RSA 289:1.
Article was read, seconded. Joseph Denoncour spoke for this
article. A vote was taken on the original motion, voted on and passed.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
following sums of money to help defray the costs to the various human
services agencies that serve the Town of Epping.
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1,450
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to rescind article #8 of the
1987 Town Warrant in lieu of the burden of municipal costs the town will
incur due to large scale residential growth, lack of an economical source
of water for such large scale residential growth, and possible
contamination of groundwater supplies used in the area bounded in part by
Birch and Mast Roads due to the Keefe EPA Superfund site; expansion of
existing town owned water and sewer system to be extended only to
commercial and industrial developments within the town.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept this article as read,
seconded, voted on and article 23 was defeated.
ARTICLE 24. To see if the town will vote to limit the takings of the
Sewer and Water Commission, the Board of Selectmen, or any other
governmental body for water sources to lots with no structures on them.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept this article as read,
seconded. A motion made to table article 24 seconded, voted on and
passed.
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to protect any Epping Homeowner
from the forcible loss of his home by Eminent Domain or any other method
of seizure for the purpose of utilizing his homestead as a future water
source for a municipal well. Instead, let the Epping Sewer and Water
Commissioners be required to select those water sources which provide the
legal mandated distance from any existing home. This petition is not
intended to include raw, undeveloped land, only existing homes where
people reside.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept article 25 as read,
seconded. A motion to table article 25, seconded, a vote taken and
article 25 was tabled.
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to allow any lot owner within
1500 feet of a high yield source well to be supplied with a free service
connection to a new system if the Health Officer for the Town of Epping
makes a determination that either the drawdown of the water table or
induced contamination has rendered a lot owner's private well
nonservicable, providing however, that quarterly charges for the water
actually used shall be levied.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept this article as read,
seconded.
A motion was make to table article 26, seconded, voted on and
passed.
ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will desolve the Water & Sewer Commission
as established under RSA 38 and RSA 252 as originally voted in the 1970
Annual Town Meeting.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept this article as read,
seconded.
Paul Langdon made a motion to table article 27, seconded, put to a
hand vote. Yes - 73 No - 37 . Article 27 is tabled.
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ARTICLE 28. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of
Chapter 149-1 of the New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated pertaining
to sewers, and authorizing the Selectmen to perform all the duties and
possess all the powers in the Town of Epping which, in the case of a
city, are conferred by RSA Chapter 14 9-1 upon the mayor and aldermen.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept this article as read,
seconded.
Paul Langdon made a motion to table this article, seconded, a hand
vote was taken. Yes - 73 No - 32. Article 28 is tabled.
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to hire an administrator to act
as Highway Supervisor/Public Works Superintendent whose responsibilities
will be to plan activities; supervise work in progress; solicit proposals
for the Board of Selectmen; and supervise the selected subcontractors;
all relating to Highway/Streets and Bridges budget and whose duties will
include implementing the newly adopted Town Road Plan as funds become
available. The administrator to be hired at , an annual salary not to
exceed $25,000.00 to be paid out of the approved Highway/Streets/Bridges
budget and that this administrator/superintendent be hired expeditiously
by only after a job description is accepted by the Board of Selectmen and
the position is legally advertised and' open to all interested applicants.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept this article as read,
seconded.
Paul Langdon made a motion to table article 29, seconded, a hand
vote was taken. Yes - 83 No - 23. Article 29 is tabled.
ARTICLE 30. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to accept
private donations of land, interest in land or money to be deposited into
the Conservation Fund for the purpose of contributing to the local
matching portion required for acquiring conservation land or interest in
land and other costs associated therewith for permanent conservation use
under the N.H. Land Conservation Investment Program (LCIP) RSA 221-A, and
authorize the Selectmen to apply for and accept the State matching funds
under the LCIP for the purposes of acquisition of the fee or- leaser
interest in conservation land. Said appropriated or donated funds and
State matching funds may be expended by majority vote of the Conservation
Commission.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept this article as read,
seconded. A vote taken on the motion article 30, passed.
ARTICLE 31. Are you in favor of increasing the Board of Selectmen to
five (5) members?
Referendum ballot. Yes - 522 No - 276.
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ARTICLE 32. To see if the Town will vote to abandon the lost and
undefined portion of Beniah Lane (Also known as Rundlett Lane) and to
remove the "Closed to Gates and Bars" status.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept this article as read,
seconded. John Hoar made a motion to table this article, seconded, voted
on and article 32 is tabled.
ARTICLE 33. We the undersigned registered voters and abutters hereby
petition the Town of Epping to discontinue Folsom Mill Lane from the
southern boundary of the Shepard Cementery to N.H. State Route 27.
Paul Langdon made a motion to table article 33, seconded, voted on
and passed. Article 33 is tabled.
ARTICLE 34. To see if the Town of Epping will authorize the Board of
Selectmen to deed over a small parcel of land on St. Laurent Street to
the parties of Louis Guillemette, Lewis Lavoie, Pelletier &. Grace for the
purposes of clearing the titles to the above properties.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept this article as read,
seconded, discussion. Scott Brown made a motion to move the question,
seconded, voted on and passed. A vote on Mr. Sullivan's motion was taken
and article 34 passed as read.
ARTICLE 35. We, the undersigned registered voters, wish to petition the
Town of Epping to name the auditorium on the second floor of the Epping
Town Hall the KENDALL CHASE AUDITORIUM, in memory of the years of service
to the Town and his love of theater.
Kim Sullivan made a motion to accept article 35 as read, seconded,
discussion followed. William Murch made a motion to move the questions,
seconded, voted on and passed.
A vote was taken on the original motion and passed by a voice vote.
ARTICLE 36. Shall we adopt the provisions for RSA 466:30-a which made it
unlawful for any dog to run at large, accept when accompanied by the
owner or custodian, and when used for hunting, herding, supervised
competition and exhibition or training for such?"
A ballot vote was taken. Yes - 550 No - 227. Article 36 passed.
ARTICLE 37. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to adopt an article
entitled "Wetlands Ordinance" to be Article IV-D as proposed by the
Conservation Commission and sponsored by the Planning Board. The purpose
of this is to protect ground water and water supplies.
A ballot vote was taken. Yes - 562 No - 236. Article 37 passed.
ARTICLE 38. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to adopt an amendment
to Article IV-A "Wetlands Conservation Area" to change to name to
"Riverbank Protection Area" and change the defined area from "Within
fifty (50) feet of the banks" to "within seventy-five (75) feet of the
banks" in order to conform with State Law.
A ballot vote was taken. Yes - 544 No - 237. Article 38 passed.
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ARTICLE 39. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to repeal Article
IV-C "Flood Hazard Regulations" and to adopt Article IV-C entitled
"Floodplain Development Ordinance." This change is required to maintain
eligibility in the National Flood Insurance Program.
A ballot vote was taken. Yes - 620 No - 159. Article 39 passed.
ARTICLE 40. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to repeal Article V
"Procedure and Enforcement" and to adopt a new Article V entitled
"Administration" in order to fulfill the requirements of BOCA Basic
Building Code as adopted March 10, 1987.
A ballot vote was taken. Yes - 551 No - 201. Article 40 passed.
ARTICLE 41. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to authorize the
Planning Board to re-number the Zoning Ordinances in accordance with the
Duodecimal Syste in order to make referencing the Ordinances easier.
A ballot vote was taken. Yes - 551 No - 201. ARticle 41 passed.
ARTICLE 42. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to repeal Article III
"Building Code" of the Zoning Ordinances of the Town of Epping because of
the adoption of BOCA Basic Building Code, March 10, 1987.
A ballot vote was taken. Yes - 496 No - 231. Article 42 passed.
ARTICLE 43. To see if the Town will amend Article V "Procedure and
Enforcement" with an additional section on fines and,penalties in order
to fulfill the requirements of BOCA as adopted on March 11, 1987.
A ballot vote was taken. Yes - 551 No - 201. Article 4S passed.
ARTICLE 44, To see if the Town of Epping will vote to insert the words
"violation and $100.00" in Section 117.4 of the person who shall violate
a provision of this code or shall fail to comply with any of the
requirements thereof or who shall erect, construct, alter or repair a
building or strucutre in violation of an approved plan or directive of
the Code Official, or of a permit or certificate issued under the
provisions of this code, shall be quilty of a violation, punishable by a
fine or not more than $100.00. Each day that a violation continues shall
be deemed a separate offense.
A ballot vote was taken. Yes - 491 No - 252. Article 44 passed.
ARTICLE 45. To raise such sums of money which may be necessary to defray
town charges for the ensuring year and made appropriations of same.
A hand vote was taken and passed; the total operating budget for
the year is $2,012,721.00.
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ARTICLE 46. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to amend Article
119.1 of BOCA Basic Building Code to add after the last sentence; "A
certificate of occupancy shall not be granted until the access road
leading to the dwelling from the existing public way has been built
according to Town specifications up to and including two (2) inches of
binder course."
A ballot vote was taken. Yes - 547 No - 226. Article 46
passed.
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN OWNED PROPERTY
DESCRIPTION





FIRE DEPARTMENT-LAND & BUILDINGS
EQUIPMENT
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT-EQUIPMENT

























(Based on estimates of 1987)
Epping Fire Department's Newest Truck
See Fire Chiefs Report, Page 39
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
VALUE OF LAND ONLY:




TAX EXEMPT & NON-TAXABLE 5,211,650





TAX EXEMPT & NON-TAXABLE 6,932,700
PUBLIC UTILITIES
VALUATIONS BEFORE EXEMPTIONS:
BLIND EXEMPTIONS (4) 17,660
ELDERLY EXEMPTIONS (129) 1,680,000
TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT OF EXEMPTIONS












TOTAL OF TOWN, SCHOOL & COUNTY
DEDUCT TOTAL BUSINESS PROFITS TAX REIMB.
ADD WAR SERVICE CREDITS
ADD OVERLAY












COUNTY $ .55 - SCHOOL $15.37 - TOI-TN . $2.20
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BUDGET COMMITTEE ANNUAL REPORT
The EPPING BUDGET COMMITTEE spent a lot of time wrest 1 ing with
the perennial problem; what budget will provide for the necessary
services of the Town and School and yet will be affordable by the
taxpayers. What things are essential and what can be postponed?
Because of the property revaluation in 1988, the tax rates of
1987 and 1988 can not be easily compared. One comparison that causes
concern is that of January 5,1988, 80.57o of the taxes had been paid
compared to January 19,1989 when only 5A.47o had been paid.
However, the Budget Committee has determined the 97o decrease in
the rate in 1987 unfortunately was not maintained and became a
9.377o increase in 1988. This was due to votes for increased spend-
ing at Town and School Meetings. 1988 will be remembered as the
year of the "pajama" School Meeting, when early in the meeting, the
Budget Committee's recommended budget was approved, many voters
went home, only to find the next morning that the vote had been re-
considered. Those wanting $200,000 added to the budget, alerted
their friends by phone, who came to the meeting wi'th coats over their
night clothes! The morale of this story is - Epping voters must stay
to the bitter end because the majority present can reconsider all
previous discussed business, not only at the end of the meeting,but
also in the next weeks until the meeting is finally adjourned.
The year 1988 presented several important issues for us:
(1) Overspending - State law does not allow the Town and School
to overspend budgets. However, for emergencies, departments must
come before the Budcom to request permission to spend additional
funds. Some departments are not living within their budgets and are
spending as they please. Without Budget Committee permission, to
spend additional funds, they are breaking the law. Taking the
offenders to court will only cost the taxpayers in lawyer fees.
Some departments feel that if they take in excess revenue, they can
spend it. The N.H. DRA informed the Budget Committee that these
funds are to be returned to the General Fund. The School Board is
the largest offender in overspending.
(2) Increased Budget Requests - The Conservation Commission is
the only department to request the same amount as last year. All
other budgets are up, some 217,. The increase would be palitable
if we could forcast increased revenues, but 1989 will be a lean
year. The building boom has slowed considerably, thus, not much of
an increased tax base. Also, the State reports revenues will be less.
(3) Disproportionate Budget - It is estimated that 407o of the tax
money raised by the Town goes to sixty teachers in the Epping School
System for their wages and benefits. The cost of educating the
children of Epping keeps going up and is our largest expense.
If the Budget Committee could have one wish, it would be to
have adequate revenues to the Town to provide adequate services at
an afforable tax rate.
MEMBERS
Joseph Burley Dorothy Hall, School Representative
Thomas Carleton Dawn Tuminowski
Nancy Chase Terry Wilkinson







TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES 12 050
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES 102*434
ELECTION & REGISTRATION EXPENSES 4*700
CEMETERIES '5OO
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS 33 324
REAPPRAISAL OF PROPERTY '5OO
PLANNING & ZONING 57 917
LEGAL EXPENSES 25*000
ADVERTISING & REGIONAL ASSOCIATION 2*903
CONTINGENCY FUND - SOFTWARE 4^100
PUBLIC SAFETY
POLICE DEPARTMENT 213 071
FIRE DEPARTMENT 72*321
CIVIL DEFENSE ' 50
BUILDING INSPECTION 25,200
HIGHWAYS, STREETS, BRIDGES
TOWN MAINTENANCE 229 002
GENERAL HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT EXPENSES
STREET LIGHTING 14,500
SANITATION




HOSPITALS AND AMBULANCES 12,500
ANIMAL CONTROL 3^350









PRINCIPAL OF LONG-TERM BONDS & NOTES
INTEREST EXPENSE-LONG-TERM BONDS & NOTES
INTEREST EXPENSE-TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES
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CAPITAL OUTLAY




FIRE DEFT. BUILDING EXPANSION 250,000




TOWN HALL REPAIRS 10,000
RESEARCH NEW CEMETERY 2,000
MASTER PLAN 10,000
ROAD RECONSTRUCTION 100,000
HUMAN SERVICE AGENCIES 31,7 33
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT 30,000
MISCELLANEOUS
MUNICIPAL WATER DEPARTMENT 35,398
MUNICIPAL SEWER DEPARTMENT 90,561
INSURANCE 35,000
MOTOR VEHICLE FEES 8,500




YIELD TAXES 3 qOO
INTEREST & PENALTIES ON TAXES 17 ! 000
LAND USE CHANGE TAX 71,916
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES STATE & FEDERAL
SHARED REVENUES-BLOCK GRANT 53,670
HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT 68,641
RAILROAD TAX 1,711






MOTOR VEHICLE PERMITS 320,000
DOG LICENSES 1,000
BUSINESS LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES 25,000
CABLE FRANCHISE 5,877
CHARGES FOR SERVICE
INCOME FROM DEPARTMENTS 92,000
RENT OF TOWN PROPERTY 10,000
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
INTEREST ON DEPOSITS 40,000
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
PROCEEDS OF BONDS & LONG TERM NOTES 470,000
INCOME FROM WATER & SEWER DEPARTMENTS 127,459
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS continued
SOURCES OF REVENUE
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES continued...
FUND BALANCE 148,191
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 1 , 515 , 339
SCHEDULE OF TOWN OWNED PROPERTY
DESCRIPTION ESTIMATED VALUE
TOWN HALL-LAND & BUILDING 430,200
FURNITURE & EQUIPMENT 85,000
LIBRARY-LAND & BUILDING 185,500










































EXETER AREA VISITING NURSE ASSOC.
LAMPREY HEALTH CARE CENTER
SEACOAST REGIONAL MENTAL HEALTH
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY ACTION PROGRAM
MEDIATION
CHILD & FAMILY SERVICES





















































































LAMPREY REGIONAL COOPERATIVE $98,340.96

















TOWN OF EPPING & others $383,393.31
PLANNING SERVICES





ROCKINGHAM COUNTY TREASURER $130,553.00
SCHOOL TAXES
1987-1988 SCHOOL YEAR 1,379,758.00
1988-1989 SCHOOL YEAR 1,950,000.00
$3,329,758.00
LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS




INDIAN HEAD BANK & TRUST $1,250,000.00
INTEREST
LONG TERM NOTES AND LOANS 13,480.00
SHORT TERM NOTES AND LOANS 19,480.12
$32,960.12




The Library had a good year with over 9,000 items circulated
and 3,500 people using the facility for reading and research.
We added 730 items to our collection, which brings the overall
holding to 12,426. As in the past, many of our new books have
come from generous donations of people in Town. We registered
over 200 new borrowers
.
The Lydia Ladd Room was used so much by Town committees
and civic organizations that it was often necessary to make
room upstairs to accomodate overflow activity.
Working with Epping Elementary School and its Parent-Teacher
Organization, we co-sponsored several programs this year. These
included well-received presentations by Red Rug Puppet Theater
and artists in the school Susie-Burke, Michael Zerphy and Curt
Bessette. The Library is also providing free passes to the
Children's Museum of Portsmouth, continually adds new exhibits,
family programs and educational activities. Come in or call
679-5944 to sign out the free passes. Friday Story Hour is
held at 10 a.m., under the direction of Rosalie Carr
.
With the Epping Historical Society and our Middle-High
School and the N.H. Humanities Council, the Library hosted a
successful 1988 lecture series which included an exhibit, drama
and talks on New Hampshire's role in ratifying the U.S.
Constitution. Topics ranged from maintenance of the Old Man
in the Mountains to local poets. Colonial culture and gravestone
art. Presenters were: David Watters , Judson Hale, Niels Nielson,
Richard Schubart, Richard B. Sanborn, Jere Daniell, and yours
truly.
The outside of the Library was cleaned this year by removal
of dead and over-grown shrubbery. We are working with the Epping
Garden Club and the Pat Estey Memorial Fund to re-plant the
grounds. Local sign-painter Joe Forbes donated his services
to create a new sign for the front lawn. This easily read sign
held camera focus by Channell 11 's "New Hampshire Crossroads"
during a story featuring our library in October. Also in that
month, we held the most successful book sale ever, thanks to
our new assistant, Linda Kerry.
Our outstanding staff consists of circulation desk veteran
Betty Claxton, Rosalie Carr and Linda Kerry. Library hours
are 1-5 p.m., Monday through Friday; 7-9 p.m., Wednesday and
Thursday. We are ready to serve you and welcome your support




EPPING FIRE DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
I would like to express my thanks to you for your support at
last years town meeting. The two full-time people have proven
themselves invaluable to the town and have also taken some of the
burden off the other firefighters, as well as myself. The new
truck hasn't arrived yet and will probably get here sometime in
the spring or early summer.
The date I am writing this report is the 16th day of January, and
we have had seven fire calls, two of which were structural. This
added piece of equipment will enable us to do an even better job
of saving lives and property. We still feel that an addition to
the present station is the best answer to our growth needs, how-
ever; we will make do for at least another year with what we have.
The Epping Fire Deptartment answered one hundred sixty two calls
for 1988, making this the busiest year in the Fire Department's
history
.
In closing, I remind you to inspect your woodstove and chimney,
and clean them both often. Please use smoke detectors and make
sure the batteries are fully charged and in place. An early
detection not only saves lives but can prevent more property loss.
I also want to thank all the volunteers and their families for
their support.
Richard Marcotte
EPPING AMBULANCE ANNUAL REPORT
The Epping Ambulance answered two hundred and twenty-seven calls
this year, putting to use the skills that all of our volunteers
have worked so hard to learn and maintain. Unfortunately, we
had three fatal traffic accidents within the past year, but were
able to help many people.
A group of the ambulance E.M.T.s will be going on to a higher
level of care to the community. We feel a new ambulance is
needed this year, preferably a box type unit which will give us
the much needed room for patient care and treatment.
We wish to thank all the members of the department and their
families who so unselfishly give their time and effort to making
Epping a better place to live and work. We also wish to thank




REPORT OF THE EPPING POLICE DEPARTMENT
The Epping Police Department underwent several changes in the
past year. The most significant change occurred, inside the
station. Our expansion and renovation went well with only a few
minor exceptions. Once some finish work and painting is completed
inside the station, an Open House will be planned.
Two of our full-time officers resigned their positions in
1988 which left the Department understaffed. In September the
positions were filled by Richard Simpson and Michael Wallace.
Both officers are now undergoing the 10-week Police Academy. Upon
their graduation in mid March, the Department will once again be
at full strength.
Once again this year the Police Department was able to help
sponsor the "Officer Phil" program for the Elementary School
students. The robot was introduced to the youngsters and provided
them with many helpful safety tips. McGruff the crime dog is
scheduled for sometime this year. Many thanks to our local
merchants who make this program possible.
A safety patrol was also established at the Elementary School
through the combined efforts of Ms. Marilyn Butt and this
Department. Children in the fourth grade perform the service and
rotate their positions with other students as decided by the
school staff. Each participating student receives a Safety Patrol
badge and orange vest and monitor the activities of students as
they pass through the hall or board and unload school buses.
In closing, it is unfortunate, I must once again report the
loss of life on our highways. Three people were killed in
unrelated accidents, one on Plummer Road and the other two on
Route 101. It was determined that the two fatalities on Route 101
were caused by alcohol impairment. We encourage you not to drink
and drive and if you do drink have a DESIGNATED DRIVER take you
home .
A reminder to all Epping residents that our EMERGENCY NUMBER





ANNUAL REPORT OF THE EPPING PLANNING BOARD FOR 1988
It is with pride that this Board is able to present to you the updated
Master Plan adopted January 17, 1989. It was accomplished with the
assistance of The Master Plan Committee under the leadership of Chairman
Bill Williamson, the Rockingham Planning Commission, and our Circuit
Rider, Theresa V/alker. It is based on the desires of Epping Citizens as
expressed in two surveys and its goals reflect the direction in which
you want the Town to grow. The proposed zoning ordinance you will vote
on at the March Town Meeting is based on these goals.
The proposed zoning ordinance will go far to protect your property
values and encourage potential investors to contribute to our
industrial, business and commercial tax base, secure in the knowledge
that their property values will be protected. We feel that it is a
document that will promote the best interests of the Town, individual
citizens, and developers as fairly as is possible. It will guide the
Planning Board in making decisions and because of its more precise
wording, v/ill avoid the oft-stated criticism by Town Counsel and other
attorneys that our present ordinance is too vague to adequately protect
the Town in a law suit.
In 1988, this Board held 80 Public Hearings, 39 Preliminary
Consultations, 22 V/orkshops, and approved 21 subdivisions and 30 site
development plans. Those together with plans conditionally approved and
applications accepted for consideration add up to over 1500 new
dwellings, almost equal to those already occupied. Selling prices for
homes are expected to range from $89,000 to $350,000, with most in the
vicinity of $150,000, yielding about $2,550 in taxes, not enough to pay
the way of one child in school. Obviously revenues from other sources
will be needed to support the cost of new school buildings and meet
other needs for educating a large increase in school population.
Members attended the Law Lectures and the Natural Resource lectures in
the Fall. This Board has worked constantly to improve and streamline
our regulations in order to keep abreast of a substantial amount of nev/
legislation.
Retiring Board Member, Bob Goodrich, would like to say that it has been
a source of pride and satisfaction to have served on this Board. He
urges you to support the new Board with your presence and your ideas so
that they may carry on the work and traditions to which so many board





Linda Harding, Vice Chairman
Ron Laurent, Treasurer










In July 1988, the Office of Code Enforcement was initiated
as part of the municipal force. The office is responsible for
enforcement of all State and Town Codes, Ordinances and
Regulations
.
In addition, the Code Enforcement Office was combined with
those of Health Officer and Building Inspector.
During 1988, 176 Building Permits, 128 Electricial permits
and 55 Plumbing permits were issued, together making 590
inspections
Since July, the Health Office received 27 complaints (8
of which are on-going), made four Day Care inspections, one
Foster Home inspection and one Elderly Housing inspection. Four
violation orders were issued for failed septic systems.
The Code Enforcement Office received 76 complaints (13
of which are on-going). from these, two resulted in "Stop Work"
orders and four "Cease and Desist" orders being issued.
Annonymous reports received no action.
I would like to personally thank the Townspeople for their
cooperation in getting this department off and running during
the past six months.





Annual Report - 1988
The Conservation Commission's subcommittees have continued to address wetland impacts, management
of public lands, municipal solid waste issues, and groundwater and surface water protection concerns.
Commission members have also been involved with various community activities that have occurred
within our town over the past year.
Addressing Dredge and Fill applications for wetland projects, the commission's primary function, has
continued to be our most time consuming task. Many of the projects requiring Dredge and Fill permits
have been larger in scope than previous years and as a result the commission's involvement in the
review process for these applications has taken a considerable amount of time and resources.
We have started to turn more of our attention to the town's public lands in an effort to determine the
best use and appropriate management techniques for these areas. Wildlife preserves, nature trails, picnic
areas, and other recreational uses are functions we hope to establish for town residents. Our
involvement with the state's Land Conservation Investment Program has been minimal due to limited
resoiu"ces but we instead have been working on establishing the town's first piece of owner retained
conservation land. The costs associated with preservation of this parcel, which encompasses a portion of
the Piscassic River, are being paid for out of the profits that have accumulated from each annual
Lamprey River Canoe Race which the commission jointly sponsors with the Recreation Commission.
The town's recycling program has been doing remarkably well due to the willingness of an increasing
number of town residents to separate their waste and the dUigent efforts of the volunteers and paid staff
involved with the program. The program has grown from a base of primarily volunteer labor and
donated equipment services for processing materials to an expanded paid staff position, some volunteer
help, and the use of rented equipment. The sale of glass, cardboard, newspaper, and aluminum cans
generated $1200.00 of revenue in 1988 and the diversion of over 40 tons of recyclable material from the
incineration facility in Durham resulted with a savings of $1800.00 in disposal costs. As the momentum
to recycle continues to build, we will continue to provide educational information and address ongoing
improvements to oiu- program.
The commission's Groundwater and Siuface Water Protection subcommittee spent time this past year
producing updates to the existing Wetlands Protection Ordinance and Aquifer Protection Ordinance. The
rapid development occurring in our town has raised our awareness of the potential impact to our water
resources. The commission as a whole also provided input for the Natural Resources section of the
town's Master Plan.
Besides the annual canoe race mentioned above, the commission has also been involved with other
community affairs. The commission co-spKjnsored, along with the Garden Club, James Maxwell as this
past year's conservation camp participant A portion of the preparation requirements for the new Middle
School playground were also addressed by commission members.
The Conservation Commission is always in need of volunteers to work on environmental projects e.g.
mapping wetlands, expanding the use of town parks and forests, recycling projects, etc. Please contact
any commission member if you have time to contribute towards conservation interests.
Peter Contrastano, Chairperson Ron Cote, Vice Chairperson
Bette Kolvites Tim Nowack
Lorraine Lavoie Madeline Lehrmitt
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REPORT OF THE WATER & SEWER C0J4[«1ISSI0N
The search for \rater continued without letup and finally resulted in a
measure of success, although not v/ithout a major failure along the way. The
high hopes for a substantial source in V/est Epping were dashed in an
overwhelming quantity of iron and manganese that appeared during tlie last day
of the pump test. The Commissioners took a deep breatli and with the aid of
the engineers and hydrogeologists tried to figure out where to look next.
Because the biggest cost of the I'Jheeler well was the $1,800,000 for pipes to
bring the water to the existing distribution system we concentrated on
possible sites nearer to downtown. And because the last hope for a good
gravel packed well had faded we turned to the possibility of a bedrock well,
but where to put it was not an easy problem to solve.
In the meantime well #2 began to show high levels of iron and
manganese. An attempt to reduce this by means of a thorough cleaning v;as not
effective and by this time #1 well also began to shov>? high iron and manganese.
Here we were with our total water supply going bad and no good prospects for a
replacement. So in desperation and because all our power and piping were
close at hand a test well was drilled 280 feet into the bedrock close to the
existing well #2. At last, good fortune was on our side and we found a gusher
with excellent quality and a predicted working capacity of about 200 gallons
per minute'1 This well was temporarily tied into the system on New Years' Eve.
It is unfortunate that this did not mean instant relief from the odor and bad
taste now due to residue still lining the pipes, but most users report that
things are much better. They will continue to improve. The next step is to
install a permanent higher capacity pump and to formalize an agreement with
Richard Sanborn for the use of his land. This is long overdue as he has
allowed the town to use his land for many years and has been most willing to
let us expand that use for the new v/ell.
The Commissioners will be asking the town to support a warrant article
at the Town Meeting to fund further exploration for the purpose of giving the
system enough capacity to be able to operate v/ith its largest source out of
action. When that happens, we will be able to encourage industrial and
commercial users to locate in town and give us a badly needed assist in paying
our tax bills.
The proposed expansion to the sewer treatment plant has progressed to
the point where the Environmental Protection Agency is reviewing our request
for a permit to discharge up to 800,000 gallons per day of treated sewage into
the Lamprey River. The rewiew process is said to take about four months and
that time has just about expired. V/e understand that the Industrial Committee
has some prospects for companies to locate here as soon as we can resolve the
sewer and water problems, so this dream of the plant expansion is not dead
yet.
The Commisioners v/ish to repeat their concerns for the problems that
the bad water has caused and want to assure all the users that they will
continue their efforts to supply more than ample quantities of high quality
water through a proper distribution system. V.'e thank you for your support to
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Epping School District Annual Mttting
The meeting w*» called to order by the moderator, M».
Fecteau at 7:41. The moderator then announced the re»ult»
o-f the election O'f o-fficers as followsi
For School District Moderatori
Mary Fecteau 409
UJ i 1 1 i am U i 1 1 i amson 400
For School District Treasureri
Harold Bowles 663
For School District Clerk (write-in)
Joseph Foley 16
Dawn TuminowskI 15
For School Board Member
Judi th Leav; i s 453
Terry Wi 1 k i nson 290
The moderator then read the -following rules of the meetingi
re-fer to attachment.
Article 1 was read as -followsj
To hear the reports oi agents, auditors, and committees
or o-f-ficers chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
The article was moved and seconded by members o-f the
School Board. Board member Yergeau presented a summary
report o-f the achievements o-f the previous year and
stressed the importance that the meeting not be recessed as
a recess would deprive the School Board o-f their ability to
plan -for next year and would make it more dl-f-flcult -for
them to bargain with the teachers.
The motion passed on a voice vote.
Article 2 was read as follows:
To see i -f the District will vote, under the provisions o-f
RSA 198;20-B, to authorize the School Board to apply -for,
accept and expend without -further action by the School District
Meeting, money -from any source which becomes available during
the 1988-1989 -fiscal year, provided that such expenditure be
made -for purposes which a school district may appropriate money
and that such expenditure not require the expenditure o-f other
School District -funds. Further, that the School Board hold a
public hearing prior to accepting and spending such money.
The article was moved and seconded by members o-f the
School Board. The article passed on a voice vote without
debate .
Article 3 was read as followsi
To see what sum o-f money the District will vote to
raise and appropriate -for the support o-f schools, -for the
payment o-f salaries -for the School District of-flcials and
agents, and -for the payment o-f the statutory obligations o-f
the District.
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The Article was moved And seconded by members of the
School Board. School BoArd members then maide the motion to
amend the article to readi
To see I -f the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum o-f *3,857 , 1 28 .00 -for the support o-f
school ft etc.
The motion to amend was seconded and debate followed on
the merits of the budget. A motion was made during debate
to recess the meeting but was ruled out of order by the
moderator. It was explained that the amount of money
In the amendment did not include the warrant articles. A
petition requesting a ballot vote on article 3 was
accepted by the moderator.
A ballot vote on the amendment failed:
yes 78
no 104
A motion was then made to reconsider article 3. This
motion was approved and an amendment was proposed which
changed the amount of the appropriation to 43,574,500.00.
In the discussion It was noted that this amount is
exclusive of the warrant articles. The amendment was approved
on a voice vote.
A motion from the floor was made and seconded to recess the
the meeting. The moderator declared the motion to be non-
debatable. The moderator was challenged and a motion was
made to overrule the moderator. TKe motion to overrule
passed on a voice vote. During debate it was stressed th^t
it was Important that the District have an approved budget
regardless of when they reach agreement With the teachers
regarding the contract. The motion to recess was defeated
on a hand vote.
Article 4 was read as follows:
To see if the District will raise and appropriate the
sum of *90,500.00 to replace a portion of the roof of the
Middle/High School
.
The article was moved and seconded by members of the
School Board. During debate members of the School Board
explained the need for the repairs. The article was
approved on a voice vote.
Article 5 was read as follows:
To see whether the District will vott to raise and
appropriate the sum $15,000.00 to repair plumbing and
lavatory equipment in tlie Epping Middle/High School.
The article was moved and seconded by the School Board.
A board member explained the need for the repairs. The
article passed on a voice vote.
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Article 6 was read as -follows:
To see i -f the District will approve the application o-f
School Administrative Unit tt 14 to the N.H. State Board
o-f Education -for reorganization o-f the School Administrative
Uni t.
The article was moved and seconded by the school board.
A member o-f the School Board then explained why the article
had been submitted. The article carried on a voice vote.
Article 7 was read as -follows;
To transact any other business which may legally come
be-fore the meeting.
A motion was made to reconsider article 3. A show o-f hands
was taken but was challenged. The moderator decided that a
ballot vote should be taken. Reconsideration was approved:
yes 84
no 81
An amendment was made and seconded to change the amount
o-f money in Article 3 from *3, 574, 500 to $3,400,000. An
amendment to the amendment was then made and seconded to
change the amount o-f money in the amendment from *3, 400, 000 to
*3, 857, 128. After debate the amendment to the amendment was




The moderator then called for a vote on the amended
amendment of *3, 857, 128. The motion carried on a voice vote.
A motion was immediately made to adjourn. The motion





There having been some question as to what was voted at the
Epping School District annual meeting, with respect to the budget,
it is the intent of this addendum to clarify the events as
recorded in the minutes.
With respect to article 3, which became a vote on the District
operating budget, the article was reconsidered at the end of
the meeting. The voters present rejected an attempt to reduce
the budget to $3,400,000. The voters then approved a budget
of $3,857,128 (exclusive of warrant articles). Though the
parliamentary procedure may not have been absolutely consistent
with Robert's Rules of Order, the meeting did vote for a budget
of $3,857,128 and the moderator did declare the budget approved
(in that amount) following the vote. There being no further







It is a pleasure to submit my first annual report to the
Epping community. I am grateful to Michael O'Donnell (last year's
interim principal) and the Epping faculty for helping make this
first year a very positive experience.
Epping Middle-High School began the year with an enrollment of
333 students, 167 in the middle school and 166 in the high school.
In 1988, we improved our facility, strengthened our programs, and
witnessed gains in student achievement. Under the able direction
of Mr. Richard Marcotte, a number of major maintenance projects
were initiated including repairs to the roof, replacement of ceil-
ing panels, and restoration of our lavatories.
Our faculty stablized considerably losing only three members.
Four teachers were hired to replace the three who left and to acco-
modate a large entering sixth grade class.
Individual teacher achievements include Genie Phetteplace ' s
(15th year middle school science teacher) selection for a present-
ation at the National Science Teachers Convention and James Locke's
(18th year art teacher) appointment to a second five-year term on
the State Arts Council.
Over fifty percent of the 1988 graduates have gone on to
college and other secondary education programs.
Student scores on the California Achievement Test improved.
Every class that took the test (6,8,9,10) scored above the fif-
tieth percentile nationally. Twenty-five percent of our students
scored above the seventieth percentile. Our students continue to
score well on regional writing and history tests.
In athletics, under the direction of Mr. Anthony Silva, our
teams performed commendably. The middle school boys basketball
team won its league championship in 1988. Both the boys and girls
high school basketball teams qualified for the state tournament
with the girls going to the finals for the fifth consecutive year.
The boys basketball team made the semifinals in the state tourna-
ment. Last fall, our soccer team qualified for the state tourna-
ment for the first time in the school's history. Ryan Gatchell,
'92, was selected to represent New Hampshire in the National
Junior Olympics Basketball Tournament.
The Epping Middle-High School band, directed by Mr. Bruce
Gatchell, participated with distinction in a number of N.H. Music
Educators Association competitions including the Solo and Ensamble
Festival, the large Group Festival, the Jazz Festival, and the
Junior-Senior High School All State Festival. The Epping Middle-
High School Band was one of two schools at our level to gain an
overall rating of "A" in the Large Group Festival held at UNH. In
the Jazz Festival, our middle-high school band was recognized as a
one of the top five groups in New England.
Mr. Donald Hatch, our Director of Guidance, initiated a peer
outreach program. Thirteen of our students received training with
other high school students in the state and have made themselves
available to their peers to discuss a variety of issues and pro-
plems . Our Student Support Committee, chaired by Ms. Pamela
Chaffee and Ms. Pat Weisberg, ran a health awareness program in
the Spring that brought in a number of speakers to address a di-
versity of topics related to the problems young people face today.
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In regard to our regular school programs, we have much of
which to be proud. The core curriculum and activities program in
our middle school earned us a "lA" rating from the State Depart-
ment of Education. Once again, the eighth grade had an enjoyable
education trip to Washington during spring break.
In the high school, a successful science fair showcased the
talents of Epping's budding scientists, and the staff elected to
pilot an innovative teaching approached described as Outcome Based
Education (OBE) . In addition, our school was the recipient of a
Governor's Initiative Grant and other state grants that provided
thousands of dollars of state of the art computer equipment and
saf tware
.




The Epping Elementary School has been in existence for
18 months. Much progress has been made since the school's
dedication in August of 1987. There are many new programs that
have been put in place as a result of our work on a mission
statement for an effective elementary school. There is a new
language arts curriculum for all students. A code of behavior
for students is in place. We have a nationally validated Student
Council program as well as a Student Support Committee and a
Teacher Assistance Team. The first grade participates in an
Early Prevention of School Failure Program. All of these programs
are designed to build self-esteem, increase knowledge and better
prepare Epping 's children for adulthood.
Many of our building and grounds needs have been taken
care of or are being tended to. We have soundproofing and a
new stage curtain for the multi-purpose room, room-darkening
shades for each classroom are on order, and the builder has
taken care of our roof leaks. The playground committee continues
to work toward their goal of having a playground and field for
our children.
New members to our staff this year include Barbara Young,
librarian; Beth Maurer, Grade 1; Lisa Wade, Grade 3; Martha
Ritter, Grade 4; Sandy Snyder, Special Education; Gail Newton,
Special Education; Kim Martin, Aide; and Carlene Mills, Office
Staff; also Susan Raymond, Speech/language; and Linda Morgan,
Art.
Activities during the course of the year have included
our continuing Citizen of the Month Program, Music concerts,
Plays, Computer Club and O.M. New activities include monthly
spirit days, safety patrol, and our student council.
During the coming year, we plan to reevaluate our Math
program and continue toward reaching our objectives as stated
in the mission statement.
In closing, I would like to offer an open invitation for
you to come and visit our school to see us in action as we strive
toward excellence.
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE LMIT NO. 14
ADMINISTRATIVE SALARIES
1988-1989
Share o-f Share of
Superintendent's Asst. Supt.'s







Form FA NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
COMPUTER & STATISTICAL SERVICES District
Please follow Iha CONCORD
accompanying in-
structions carefully.
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
(or the
Fiscal Year July 1 , 1 9 J7_ to June 30. 1 9 88
Return Original to State Department ol Education Prior to July 15.
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, 19 .EL (Treasurer's bank balance) 98.910.67
Received from Selectmen (Include only amounts actually received)
Cuireni Appropriation 2.929.758.00
Deficit Appropriation
Balance of Previous Appropriations
AO.OOO.OO
Advance on Next Year's Appropriation
Revonuc from Slate Sources 387 . 262 . 33
Revenue trom Federal Sources 25 .883 .00
Received from Tuitions 38.700.00
298.19
Received as income from Trust Funds
Received from Sale ol Notes and Bonds (Principal only) ;
Received trom Capital Reserve Funds
169,615.81
Received from all Other Sources
TOTAL RECEIPTS 3,591.517.33
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR (Balance and Receipts) 3.690.428.00
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID 3.658.038.16
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30. 19^ (Treasurer's Bank Balance) 32.389.8A
/^wg^y^r)^ /J .19^2£ ^ U-z
District Treasurer
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
This IS to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank statments and other tinancial records o( the treasurer of the
school district of EPPING o( which the above is a true
summary lor the fiscal year ending June 30, 19 88 . and tind them cori'ecl in all respects.
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EXETER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03B33
Epping School Board
Epping School District
Epping, New Hampshire 03042
To the School Board:
We have examined the financial statements of Epping School District for the year
ended June 30, 1986, and have issued our report thereon dated November 17, 1988.
As a part of our examination we reviewed and tested the School District's system of
internal accounting control to the extent we considered necessary to evaluate the
system as required by generally accepted auditing standards. Under these standards
the purpose of such evaluation is to establish a basis for reliance thereon in
determining the nature, timing and extent of other auditing procedures that are
necessary for expressing an opinion on the financial statements.
The objective of internal accounting control is to provide reasonable but not
absolute assurance as to the safeguarding of assets against loss from unauthorized
use or disposition, and the reliability of financial records for preparing
financial statements and maintaining accountability for assets. The concept of
reasonable assurance recognizes that the cost of a system of internal accounting
control should not exceed the benefits derived and also recognizes that the
evaluation of these factors necessarily requires estimates and judgments by those
managing the Epping School District affairs.
There are inherent limitations that should be recognized in considering the
potential effectiveness of any system of internal accounting control. In the
performance of most control procedures, errors can result from misunderstanding of
instructions, mistakes of judgment, carelessness, or any other of several factors.
Control procedures whose effectiveness depends upon segregation of duties can be
circumvented intentionally by those managing the Epping School District affairs
with respect to the estimates and judgments required in the preparation of
financial statements.
Further projection of any evaluation of Internal accounting control to future
periods is subject to the risk that the procedures may become inadequate because of
changes in conditions and that the degree of compliance with the procedures may
deteriorate.
Our study and evaluation of the Epping School District system of internal
accounting control for the year ended June 30, 1988, which was made for the purpose
set forth in the first paragraph above, would not necessarily disclose all
weaknesses in the system. However, such study and evaluation disclosed the
following conditions that we believe should be corrected as soon as possible.
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EPPING SCHOOL DISTRICT
IntRrnal Accounting Contro) Recommendat inn?
For the Year Ended June 30, 1988
Previnii'^ly Mpntinned Recommendations:
Oiitside Services: (School Board, SAL! and School
)
Paymen^s made to individuals concerning personal services should be accountpri
for nn a calendar year basis. It is the responsibility of the payer to
arrniint for payments in excess of $600.00 to any one- individual in a
particular i-alendar year.
Thp<^p psympnt"^ Rrp reported on federal tax forms titled 1099 (similar to W-2
prnredures). These outside services would apply to such persons as athletic
nffirial<^ and any other person who receives $600,00 or more in any one
r/^lendar year.
fjenpr^l ledger System:
All tran=;art ion<^ for the School District should be maintained on a modified
flrrnial hasis, (General Fi.ind) as required by the New Hampshire Financial
A^rnun^ing HandhooU . This would mean that cash receipts, cash disbursement*^,
arrniints rerpivable, and accounts payable should be recorded on a consistent
ha<;i<^ when <;upplying financial reports to the School Board. A double-entry
system i <; needed to conform with these recommendations.
Failure tn record receivables and payables as part of the report distorts the
fund balance of the School District. This can cause over or under spending
and lead to poor management decisions. Therefore, a full report should be
f'-^t-abl i <5hpd in conjunction with the computer to provide such financial
in Format ion
.
Another con<^ iderat ion for the computer financial reporting system is to
program the printed information so that it conforms with the State's MS 25
report. Thi<^ would mean applicable sub-totals for certain categories as
required by the Financial Accounting Handbook mentioned above. This would
save 3 great deal of time at the year end.
Property and Fqiiipment ; (School Board and SAU)
The School District does not maintain records of general fixed assets as a
matter of policy. Such assets would consist of such items as: land,
hnilding«;, furniture and fixtures, equipment, vehicles, etc. The recording of
fixed assets fulfills the stewardship needs to provide for physical and dollar




Intprnal Accounting Control Reconvnendat ions
For the Year Ended June 30, 1988
Prnperty and FgLiipment (Cont'd): (School Board and SAU)
With the recording of fixed assets, the related depreciation could he
determinpri on an annual basis for the purpose of measuring total costs of the
firhnnl District's services and evaluating the efficiency of programs. This
would hp particularly true with the food service fund. In addition, there has
hppn an inrrp;i<^ing trend in government grants which consider depreciation as a
rp imhiirsahl P rost
.
Check Sinning: (SAU, School, and Treasurer)
We recommend check signing authority on the District accounts he as'iigned to
one ot-hpr School District official. This authority would prevent the need for
prp-<?ignpd ni<;trict checks. Although this change was approved at the
Marrh 13, I «)flft District meeting, to date no deputy treasurer has been
appoi nted
.
Lunch Fund: (School, Lunch Director)
Upon receipt of goods from vendors the packing slip or invoice should be
signed by a responsible official to indicate that the goods were in fact
rprpivpd. AKo, many bills are paid by a statement without all of the
underlying documentation being present. All packing or receiving slips should
arrompany an invoice when it is paid.
Rpimbiirspment checks from the school lunch program should list the
"Treasiirpr - Fpping School District" as payee - not the individual by name.
Genera 1 Fund: (SAU, School, School Board)
While reviewing invoices at year end we find a purchase order and an invoice
signed by the principal. There is rarely a signed packing or delivery slip
indicating that the goods were received. If the principal's approval for
payment is supposed to serve two purposes, a policy should be adopted to that
pffpch. If nnh, then signed packing slips should accompany the invoice to the
pfHid Invoices file. SAU Rmployees should he made aware of this policy as
WP 1 1 .
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EPPING SCHOOL DISTRICT
Int-.Rrna) Accounting Control Recommendatfons
For the Year Ended June 30, 1938
Artivit-jps Fund : (School , School Board)
Thp Srhnnl Activities Fund's purpose Is to collect monies from various student
groups to Finance their projects. During the course of the year, student
grniip"; are ncca-^ iona 1 ly in a deficit position with their fi.ind. This is not an
a^^pp^ahlp accounting practice.
Areas where hetter controls could be implemented are as follows:
A. Nn dishursements from the Activities Funds should be permitted without
^n invoice. Dishursements take place very frequently without an invoice
under the current system. This adds up to thousands of dollars of
iinrereipted cash disbursements (i.e. Honor System of accoLint ing) ,
n. Funds raised hy students and funds transferred by the General Fund should
not he commingled. Currently, some funds are supported hy the General
Fund as well as by revenues generated by the students. The accounting for
t-hese two types of income should be separated.
r . Deposits to the hank account should be made more frequently. Activities
funds tend to accumulate very quicl<ly and it is not unusual for several
hunrireri dollars to acci.imulate over a couple of days.
Dnre again, it should he noted that the School Board has the respons ihi 1 ity
for the rare, rustody, and control of the Activities Funds.
Adrlifional Recommendations: (SAU, School Board)
A. Purchasing and Disbursements - This district does not provide adequate
safeguards for the protection of its unused checks. At the very least,
t-hey should he placed in a locked file cabinet at days end. With regard
to purchase orderst we recommend that they be utilized for purchased
services as well as materials and supplies. Special education makes up a
significant percentage of the district's budget and seldom is there a
purchase order for these outside services.
B. Year Fnd Purchase Orders - As a fiscal year end approaches, materials and
supplies srp often ordered, received and paid for prior to the close of
the current fiscal year. Placing these expenditures into the proper fiscal
period becomes difficult without an indication on the purchase orders for
the year to which they should apply. We reconvnend that all purchase
orders placed prior to the end of a fiscal year for the following fiscal
years materials indicate such with a rubber stamp or such other identifier
acceptable to the district.
Appropriations : (SAU, School Board)
During fiscal year ended June 30, 1908, the District over expended its
appropriation. This process is in violation of state law and should he more
r^rpfnily monitored in the future.
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EPPING SCHOOL DISTRICT
Internal Accounting Control Recommendations
For the Year Ended June 30, 1988
Wp fppl very strongly that the institution of the above outlined procedures
will IpaH to more reliable and responsible financial reporting. With
government funding being as it is, we know how important reliable financial
reporting ran be.
Wp would like to thank everyone involved with the audit for their help and
rnopprat ion
.
If you have any questions regarding the audit or if we may be of further
a<;si stance, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Very truly yours.
( -v u-^:^.^. / Cam pa
niORDANI, h LORTIE, PROF. ASSNi.
rprtifipd Pnhlir Accountants
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FPPING SCHOOL 01 STRICT
Financial reports - .June 30, 1988
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Epping, New Hampshire 03042
We have examined the general purpose financial statements of the Epping
School District for the year ended June 30, 1988, listed In the foregoing
Table of Contents. Except as noted in the following paragraph relative to
the Statement of Changes in Assets and Liabilities of the Student Activity
Funds, our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards, and accordingly, included such tests of the accounting
records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumstances.
As described fully in Note #1, the general purpose financial statements
referred to above do not include the financial statements of the General
Fixed Assets Account Group. Also, the Food Service Fund, a Proprietary Fund
type, does not maintain a record of its General Fixed Assets and
accordingly, a Statement of General Fixed Assets is not included in the
financial statements. These statements are required to be included to
conform with generally accepted accounting principles. In addition, due to a
lack of evidential matter, we are unable to audit the Statement of Changes
in Assets and Liabilities of the Student Activities Funds. The effect of
this matter on its financial position is not reasonably determinable.
In our opinion, except for the omission of the financial statements referred
to above, which results in an incomplete presentation, and the unaudited
Statement of Changes in Assets and Liabilities of the Student Activities
Funds, the general purpose financial statements referred to in the Table of
Contents present fairly the financial position of the Epping School District
as of June 30, 1988 and the results of its operations and the changes in
financial position of its Proprietary Fund types for the year then ended, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis
consistent with that of the preceding year.
Very truly yours,
Glt)RDANI, S LORTIE, PROF. ASSM.
Certified Public Accountants
Al
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 9:00 A.M. TO 8:00 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Epping in the County of
Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Epping Town Hall in
said Epping on Tuesday, the fourteenth day of March, next at nine
of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
year ensuing.
ARTICLE 2. To act on the reports of the Selectmen and
such other Town officers, boards, committees and all commissions
who are required by law to make such reports.
Submitted by Selectmen
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town, of Epping will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $200 , OOP for the exploration and
installation of bedrock wells. The exploration costs would not
exceed $125,000 with remaining funds to be used for the permanent
installation and connection of the wells to the existing water
system. Also to authorize the issuance of serial notes or bonds in
an amount not to exceed $200,000 under and in compliance with the
State of New Hampshire law. To authorize the Selectmen to
determine the time and place of payment and rate of interest on
serial notes or bonds and to take whatever action as may be
necessary to the issuance thereof. Said period of such notes or
bonds not to exceed ten (10) years.
Submitted by Selectmen
& Water & Sewer Commission
Recommended by Budget Committee
Insert 3
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 100 , OOP for the reconstruction and looping
of the water lines on Mill Street and Pike Street. Also to autho-
rize the issuance of serial notes or bonds in an amount not to
exceed $100,000 under and in compliance with the State of New
Hampshire law. To authorize the Selectmen to determine the time
and place of payment and rate of interest on serial notes or bonds
and to take whatever action as may be necessarj' to the issuance
thereof. Said period of such notes or bonds not to exceed ten
(10) years.
Submitted by Selectmen
& Water & Sewer Commission
Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will approve the expansion
of the existing Fire Station building on Main Street at a cost of
$250 , 000 . 00 . Also to authorize the issuance of serial notes or
bonds in an amount not to exceed $250,000 under and in compliance
with the State of New Hampshire law. To authorize the Selectmen
to determine the time and place of payment and rate of interest on
serial notes or bonds and to take whatever action as may be
necessary to the issuance thereof . Said period of such notes or
bonds not to exceed ten (10) years.
Submitted by Petition
Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $60 , 000 to purchase and equip a
new ambulance. The total cost being $80,000 with $20,000 provided
from the Ambulance Fund. Also to authorize the issuance of serial
notes or bonds in an amount not to exceed $60,000 under and in
compliance with the State of New Hampshire law. To authorize the
Selectmen to determine the time and place of payment and rate of
interest on serial notes or bonds and to take whatever action as
may be necessary to the issuance thereof. Said period of such
notes or bonds not to exceed ten (10) years.
Submitted by Selectmen
Recommended by Budget Committee
Insert 4
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $75 . OOP to cover the cost of the
new well on Fremont Road. This was an emergency well due to
failure of the two existing wells. The $75,000 includes initial
drilling and testing plus permanent installation. Also to
authorize the issuance of serial notes or bonds in an amount not
to exceed $75,000 under and in compliance with the State of New
Hampshire law. To authorize the Selectmen to determine the time
and place of payment and rate of interest on serial notes or bonds
and to take whatever action as may be necessary to the issuance
thereof. Said period of such notes or bonds not to exceed ten
( 10 ) years
.
Submitted by Selectmen
& Water & Sewer Commission
Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town of Epping will vote an
exception provided by Section 4:D of the Epping Waste, Disposal
and Storage Ordinance as enacted by vote of the 1979 Town Meeting.
To allow the establishment of a waste to energy facility by
Wheelabrator Technology.
Submitted by Selectmen
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will authorize the Select-
men to borrow in anticipation of taxes.
Submitted by Selectmen
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000 for cleaning and painting
the water tank on Pleasant Street.
Submitted by Selectmen
& Water & Sewer Commission
Not Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to
purchase an ambulance not to exceed the amount of $80,000. Sixty
thousand (60,000) to be raised by the Town of Epping, the balance
to be paid by the Fire Department.
Submitted by Petition
Recommended by Budget Committee
Insert 5
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will authorize the
Selectmen to administer, sell or otherwise dispose of any real
estate acquired by tax title or otherwise, by public auction, and
providing that if such property is to be sold at public auction,
then the same shall be advertised sixty (60) days in advance of
sale and again forty-five (45) days in advance of sale with notice
thereof being posed at three public places (Town Hall, Library,
Post Office) and area newspapers.
Submitted by Selectmen
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will authorize the
Selectmen to apply for, receive and expend federal grants which
may become available during the course of the year and also to
accept and expend money from any other governmental unit or
private source to be used for purposes which the Town may legally
appropriate money provided: (1) that such grants and other monies
do not require the -expenditures of other Town funds (2) that a
public hearing shall be held by the Selectmen prior to the receipt
and expenditure of such grants and monies, and' (3) that such items
shall be exempt from all provisions of RSA 32 relative to
limitation and expenditure of Town monies, all as provided by RSA
31:95-b.
Submitted by Selectmen
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $17,000 for the construction of a
handicap ramp and entrance to the Town Hall. The total cost being
$34,000 with remainder to be paid with Grant funds.
Submitted by Selectmen
Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $9,000 for the construction of
handicap bathrooms in the Town Hall.
Submitted by Selectmen
Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to




Recommended by Budget Committee
Insert 6
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $30,000 to purchase property located on
Water Street (Map #12, Lot #7).
Submitted by Selectmen
Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 for architectural review
for the expansion and handicap access to the Harvey Mitchell
Memorial Library.
Submitted by Selectmen
Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town of Epping will vote to
raise and appropriate the following sums of money to help defray
the costs to the Various human service agencies that serve the
Town of Epping:
AGENCY
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to add $3,400 to
the fiscal year 1988 - 1989 contract with the Rockingham Planning
Commission to receive the services of a "Town Planner" for 3 1/2
hours per week. The Town Planner shall address concerns related
to growth and zoning within the town, under the Planning Board*
s
instruction, and also act on the town's behalf as a coordinator of
project proposals within the town's Industrial/Commercial zone.
Submitted by Petition
Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town of Epping will approve the
appropriation of $406 from Federal Revenue Sharing funds to be
spent on road reconstruction.
Submitted by Petition
Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 22^ To see if the Town will, vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to be added
to the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
Submitted by Selectmen
Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will Vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to be added
to the Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
Submitted by Selectmen
Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to be added
to the Road Maintenance Equipment Capital Reserve Fund previously
established.
Submitted by Selectmen
Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 25. Be it enacted that any public works costing
more than $1,000 be put out for bids, and the lowest bid from a
reliable contractor shall be awarded to said contractor. This act
shall take effect April 1, 1989.
Submitted by Petition
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ARTICLE 26. Be it enacted that property taxation in the
Town of Epping shall not exceed the annual Cost of Living
Adjustment, based on the Federal Government's yearly published
rate of inflation; EXCEPT: When placed on a written ballot, at a
regular election, or at a special election, reading: "Shall the
Town of Epping be allowed to assess an increased percentage of
% for property taxes for the fiscal year starting ?" and
the increased percentage shall be deemed approved if 2/3 of the
persons voting, vote YES." Effective date - This act shall take
effect immediately upon passage.
Submitted by Petition
ARTICLE 27. Be it enacted that when a vote is taken on a
warrant and after a reconsideration, if any, no further vote can
be taken on it until the next annual town meeting. Effective
date: This act shall take effect immediately after passage.
Submitted by Petition
ARTICLE 28. Be it enacted that no person 65 or older shall
have his property seized for non payment of taxes if said person
qualifies for a tax lien under the provisions of NH RSA 72-38a,
this regardless of whether said person has applied for a tax lien
or not. Effective date: This act 'shall take effect June 1, 1989.
Submitted by Petition
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to change the
closing time for voting at all elections from 8:00 p.m (present
time) to 7:00 p.m.
Submitted by Selectmen
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ARTICLE 30. To see if the town will allow Environmental
Resource Return Corp to start-up a non-hazardous recycling facili-
ty for soils, rock, brick, block, asphalt, reinforced concrete and
wood wastes such as brush, stumps, pallets and demolition woods,
with materials coming from out of town as well as in town. This
facility would do absolutely no burning or burying and would
process the materials for resale as topsoil, roadbase and
woodchips as fuel for electricity. The recycling facility would
be located off Rt 27 with a one-half mile setback from the road
near the Epping dragway and raceway.
Submitted by Petition
ARTICLE 31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $21,946 to purchase a four (4) ton storage
and recycling unit for the Epping Highway Department. This is a
self-contained unit for road patching material.
Submitted by Petition
Not Recommended by Budget Committee
ARTICLE 32. To raise such sums of money which may be nec-
essary to defray Town charges for the ensuing year and make
appropriations of same.
ARTICLE 33. Are you in favor of the adoption of ORDINANCE
AMENDMENT ARTICLE #1 - PREAMBLE of the Epping Zoning Ordinance as
adopted OCTOBER 12, 1968, as amended and re-adopted October 9,1979
and as amended and adopted at the Annual Town Meetings of March
1986, 1987, and 1988, as proposed by the Planning board, for the
purpose of clarity.
(BALLOT VOTE)
Recommended by Planning Board
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ARTICLE 34. Are you in favor of the adoption of ORDINANCE
AMENDMENT ARTICLE » 2 - ESTABLISHMENT & DESIGNATION OF DISTRICTS
of the Epping Zoning Ordinance as adopted October 12, 1968, as
amended and re-adopted October 9, 1979, and as amended and adopted
at the Annual Town Meetings of March 1986, 1987, and 1988, as
proposed by the Planning Board. AMENDMENT :.... to establish a
Central Business District, a Highway Commercial District, to
enlarge the Industrial/Commercial District, to create a High
Density Residential District, a Rural Residential District, an
Overlay District for Residential/Expanded Home Occupations, and to
enlarge the Riverbank Protection District.
(BALLOT VOTE)
Submitted by Planning Board
Submitted by Selectmen
ARTICLE 35. Are you in favor of the adoption of ORDINANCE
AMENDMENT ARTICLE # 3 - USE REGULATIONS & SCHEDULES of the Epping
Zoning Ordinance as adopted October 12, 1968, as amended and re-
adopted October 9, 1979, and as amended and adopted at the Annual
Town Meetings of March 1986, 1987, and 1988, as proposed by the
Planning Board. AMENDMENT: to regulate uses not mentioned
specifically in other ordinances.
(BALLOT VOTE)
Submitted by Planning Board
ARTICLE 36. Are you in favor of the adoptio'n of ORDINANCE
AMENDMENT ARTICLE # 4 - SUPPLEMENTARY LOT REGULATIONS of the
Epping Zoning Ordinances as adopted October 12, 1968, as amended
and re-adopted October 9, 1979, and as amended and adopted at the
Annual Town Meetings of March 1986, 1987, and 1988, as proposed by
the Planning Board. AMENDMENT: to establish minimum and
maximum limitation on setbacks, height of buildings etc. (BALLOT
VOTE)
Submitted by Planning Board
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ARTICLE 37. Are you in favor of the adoption of ORDINANCE
AMENDMENT ARTICLE # 5 - INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL of the Epping
Zoning Ordinances as adopted October 12, 1968, as amended and re-
adopted October 9, 1979, and as amended and adopted at the Annual
Town Meetings of March 1986, 1987, and 1988, as proposed by the
Planning Board. AMENDMENT: being enlarged to run along the
Fremont and Brentwood Town Lines from the East side of Beede Road
to the Brentwood and Exeter Town Lines on the East side of Epping
running along Route 101 and the railroad tracks on the North side.
Permits Refuse to Energy Plants (public or private)
.
(BALLOT VOTE)
Submitted by Planning Board
ARTICLE 38. Are you in favor of the adoption of ORDINANCE
AMENDMENT ARTICLE # 6 - RESIDENTIAL/EXPANDED HOME OCCUPATIONS of
the Epping Zoning Ordinances as adopted October 12, 1968, as
amended and re-adopted October 9, 1979, and as amended and adopted
at the Annual Town . Meetings of March 1986, 1987, and 1988, as
proposed by the Planning Board. AMENDMENT: a new Overlay
District with access to Route 27.
(BALLOT VOTE)
Submitted by Planning Board
ARTICLE 39. Are you in favor of the adoption of ORDINANCE
AMENDMENT ARTICLE # 8 - RESIDENTIAL CLUSTER DEVELOPMENT of the
Epping Zoning Ordinances as adopted October 12, 1968, as amended
and re-adopted October 9, 1979, and as amended and adopted at the
Annual Town Meetings of March 1986, 1987, and 1988, as proposed by
the Planning Board. AMENDMENT :... .amended to clarify minimum
lot size requirements.
(BALLOT VOTE)
Submitted by Planning Board
ARTICLE 40. Are you in favor of the adoption of ORDINANCE
AMENDMENT ARTICLE # 9 - COMMERCIAL PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT (CUP)
of the Epping Zoning Ordinances as adopted October 12, 1968, as
amended and re-adopted October 9, 1979, and as amended and adopted
at the Annual Town Meetings of March 1986, 1987, and 1988, as
proposed by the Planning Board. AMENDMENT:.... to regulate the
development of Malls.
(BALLOT VOTE)
Submitted by Planning Board
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ARTICLE 41. Are you in favor of the adoption of ORDINANCE
AMENDMENT ARTICLE # 10 - MULTI-FAMILY HOUSING of the Epping Zoning
Ordinances as adopted October 12, 1968, as amended and re-adopted
October 9, 1979, and as amended and adopted at the Annual Town
Meetings of March 1986, 1987, and 1988, as proposed by the
Planning Board. AMENDMENT: NOW REGULATES ONLY IN THE HIGH
DENSITY RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT.
Submitted by Planning Board
ARTICLE 42. Are you in favor of the adoption of ORDINANCE
AMENDMENT ARTICLE # 11 - MANUFACTURED HOUSING (Mobile Home Parks)
of the Epping Zoning Ordinances as adopted October 12, 1968, as
amended and re-adopted October 9, 1979, and as amended and adopted
at the Annual Town Meetings of March 1986, 1987 and 1988, as
proposed by the Planning Board. AMENDMENT: to regulate the
establishment of Manufactured Housing Parks which will only be
permitted in the Highi. Density Residential District.
(BALLOT VOTE)
Submitted by Planning Board
ARTICLE 43. Are you in favor of the adoption of ORDINANCE
AMENDMENT ARTICLE # 12 - SUPPLEMENTARY REGULATIONS GOVERNING
CERTAIN USES of the Epping Zoning Ordinances as adopted October
12, 1968, as amended and r6-a4opted October 9, 1979, and as
amended and adopted at the Annual Town Meetings of March 1986,
1987 and 1988, as proposed by the Planning Board. AMEND-
MENT: ... regulates Amusement Centers, Home Occupations in any part
of Epping, Campgrounds and Special Exceptions for these uses.
(BALLOT VOTE)
Submitted by Planning Board
ARTICLE 44. Are you in favor of the adoption of ORDINANCE
AMENDMENT ARTICLE # 14 - FLOODPLAIN DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT of the
Epping Zoning Ordinances as adopted October 12, 1968, as amended
and re-adopted October 9, 1979, and as amended and adopted at the
Annual Town Meetings of March 1986, 1987, and 1988, as proposed by
the Planning Board. AMENDMENT:.... name changed by Federal
Government from Flood Hazard Area but no change to substance.
(BALLOT VOTE)
Submitted by Planning Board
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ARTICLE 45. Are you in favor of the adoption of ORDINANCE
AMENDMENT ARTICLE # 15 - RIVERBANK PROTECTION DISTRICT of the
Epping Zoning Ordinances as adopted October 12, 1968, as amended
and re-adopted October 9, 1979, and as amended and adopted at the
Annual Tox-Jn Meetings of March 1986, 1987, and 1988, as proposed by
the Planning Board. AMENDMENT :.... to enlarge the protective area
to 100 feet to provide a corridor for deer and other wildlife.
(BALLOT VOTE)
Submitted by Planning Board
ARTICLE 46. Are you in favor of the adoption of ORDINANCE
AMENDMENT ARTICLE # 16 - EPPING WETLANDS ORDINANCE of the Epping
Zoning Ordinances as adopted October 12, 1968, as amended and re-
adopted October 9, 1979, and as amended and adopted at the Annual
Town Meetings of March 1986, 1987, and 1988, as proposed by the
Planning Board. AMENDMENT: .... to make the ordinance less re-
strictive while at the same time protecting ground water storage
areas for the replenishment of private and municipal wells.
(BALLOT VOTE)
Submitted by Planning Board
ARTICLE 47. Are you in favor of the adoption of ORDINANCES
AMENDMENT ARTICLE # 17 - ADMINISTRATION of the Epping Zoning
Ordinances as adopted October 12, 1968, as amended and re-adopted
October 9, 1979, and as amended^ and adopted at the Annual Town
Meetings of March 1986, 1987, and 1988, as proposed by the Plan-
ning Board. AMENDMENT :.... to add two paragraphs to regulate
development prior to Planning Board review.
(BALLOT VOTE)
Submitted by Planning Board
ARTICLE 48. Are you in favor of the adoption of ORDINANCES
AMENDMENT ARTICLE # 18 - DEFINITIONS of the Epping Zoning
Ordinances as adopted October 12, 1968, as amended and re-adopted
October 9, 1979, and as amended and adopted at the Annual Town
Meetings of March 1986, 1987, and 1988, as proposed by the
Planning Board. AMENDMENT: to clarify words used in the
ordinance to avoid being vague which makes the ordinance hard to
defend in court.
(BALLOT VOTE)
Submitted by Planning Board
Insert 14
ARTICLE 49. Are you in favor of the adoption of ORDINANCES
AMENDMENT ARTICLE # 19 - BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT of the Epping Zoning
Ordinances as adopted October 12, 1968, as amended and re-adopted
October 9, 1979, and as amended and adopted at the Annual Town
Meetings of March 1986, 1987, and 1988, as proposed by the Plan-
ning Board. AMENDMENT: intent not changed, only for
clarification.
(BALLOT VOTE)
Submitted by Planning Board
ARTICLE 50. Are you in favor of the adoption of ORDINANCES
AMENDMENT ARTICLE # 20 - VALIDITY of the Epping Zoning Ordinances
as adopted October 12, 1968, as amended and re-adopted October 9,
1979, and as amended and adopted at the Annual Town Meetings of
March 1986, 1987, and 1988, as proposed by the Planning Board.
AMENDMENT: puts previous Articles XIII and XIV under one
heading. Protects the validity of other articles in case any one
should be declared -invalid and states that the Ordinance shall
take effect on passage.
(BALLOT VOTE)
Submitted by Planning Board
ARTICLE 51. Are you in favor of amending Article X "Epping
Wetlands Ordinance" of the Epping Zoning Ordinance as proposed by
members of Conservation Commission and members of the public.
The purpose of these amendments is to protect the welfare of the
public, water resources, and ecological areas and .to improve the





Not Recommended by Planning Board
ARTICLE 52. To transact any other business which may
legally come before this meeting.
Submitted by Selectmen
Insert 15
Given under our hands and seal, this 22nd day of February, in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and eighty-nine.
Kim Sullivan
„ . -, ,, , SelectmenEileen Murjjhy ^^
_, , Epping.NHLorraine Rauh





BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF EPPING N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 1989 to December 31, 1989 or for Fiscal Year
From 19 to 19
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
RSA 31:95 and 32:5















CATEGORY NON-BOND BONDED TOTAL BUDCOH RECOHil NOT RECOHHENDED
POLICE CRUISER $16,000.00 $16,000.00 $16,000.00
AMBULANCE $60,000.00 $60,000.00 $60,000.00
ROAD CONSTRUCTION $200,000.00 $200,000.00 $200,000.00
ROAD CONSTRUCTION $1,000,000.00 $1,000,000.00 $0.00 $1,000,000.00
HANDICAP ACCESS $17,000.00 $17,000.00 $17,000.00
HANDICAP BATHROOMS $9,000.00 $9,000.00 $9,000.00
DRAINAGE PROJECT $25,000.00 $25,000.00 $25,000.00
WATER WELL DEV. $75,000.00 $75,000.00 $75,000.00
WATER SEARCH $200,000.00 $200,000.00 $200,000.00
MILL/PIKE ST. $100,000.00 $100,000.00 $100,000.00
WATER TANK REPAIR $25,000.00 $25,000.00 $25,000.00
NON-PROFIT AGENCIES $52,011.00 $32,011.00 $32,011.00
PLANNER RR. $3,100.00 $3,400.00 $3, 400. 00
FIRE HOUSE EXPANSION $250,000.00 $250,000.00 $250,000.00
HIGHWAY ASPHALT EQUI $21,946.00 $21,946.00 $0.00 $21,946.00
FED REV SHARING $406.00 $406.00 $406.00
LIBRARY HANDICAP $2,000.00 $2,000.00 $2,000.00
LAND PURCHASE $30,000.00 $30,000.00 $30,000.00














STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
the Inhabitants o-f the School District in the Town o-f
inq qualified to vote in district a-F fairs:
are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
trict on the fourteenth day of March 1989 at nine o'clock
the forenoon to act upon the followinq subjects: (The
Is may not close before five o'clock in the afternoon.)
1 . To choose a Moderator for the coming year
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year
3 . 1' o choose a T r e a s u r e r for the ensuing y e a r
4. To choose Members of the School Board for the
ensuing three years
5. To transact any other business which rriay legally
c ome before this meeting











STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town oi
Epp i ng . New Hampsh ire, qualified to vote in district a-f -fairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Epping Gymnasium in
said district on the ninth day of March 1989 at seven-thirty
in the evening to act upon the following subjects:
1. To see if the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $199,596.00 as a deficit
appropriation for the July 1988 through June 1989
fiscal year, such sum representing additional costs
attributable to the collective bargaining agreement
agreed to by the Epping School Board amd the Epping
Education Association; said appropriation to be
funded in part from an anticipated surplus in the
1988-89 fiscal year, and the remainder to be raised
by taxes.
2. To hear reports of agents, auditors and committees
or officers chosen and pass any vote relating there-
to.
3. To see if the District will vote, under the
provisions of RSA 198:20-b, to authorize the School
Board to apply for, accept and expend without
further action by the School District Meeting,
money from any source which becomes available during
the 1989-1990 school fiscal year provided that such
expenditure be made for purposes for which a School
District may appropriate money and that such
expenditure not require the expenditure of other
School District funds. Further, that the School
Board hold a public hearing prior to accepting and
spending such money.
4. To see if the District will vote to raise and ap-
prcpriate the sum o-f *180, 977. 00 to -fund the
coi-t items relating to teachers' salaries and
benefits for the 1989-90 school fiscal year, such
sum representing additional costs attributed to the
latest collective bargaining agreement entered inco
by the Epping School Board and the Epping Educatior




5. To see what sum o-f money the District will Mote to
raise and appropriate -for the support o+ schools,
•for the payment o-f salaries ior the School District
o-f-ficials and agents, and -for the payment o-f
statutory obligations o-f the district.
6. To see whether the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum o-f *30,000 to replace a 10,000
gallon oil tank at Epp i ng Middle/High School as
r equ i red by 1 aw
.
7. To see whether the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of *46,200 -for repairs and
mod i -f i cat i ons to bleachers, lighting systems,
outside doors and heating controls at Eppinq Middle/
High School
.
8. To see whether the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum o-f *14,000 to carry out
mod i -f i cat i ons and repairs to the site o-f the Epping
Elementary, Middle/High School .
9. To see i-f the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of *144,853.00 as a deficit
appropriation for the July 1988 through June 198?
fiscal year to provide funds for unanticipated
special education expenses; $37,626.0 of this
appropriation to be funded from sweepstakes revenue
in that amount distributed by the Department of
Education under the provisions of 1988 New Hampshire
Laws, Ch . 278, and the balance of said appropriation
to be raised by taxes.
10. On Petition of ten or more Voters: To see whether
the Epping School District Meeting will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $25,0 0.00 to
construct the playground on the site of the Epping
Elementary School building.
11. On Petition of ten or more Uoters:
1. Be it enacted that an audit be made of the
books of the Epping School District, the audit
to be done by an outside firm, the firm to be
selected by the Town Officials.
Insert 28
2. Appropriation. The sum o-f *2,000.0Ci, more or
less, is hereby appropriated and shall be used
only -for the purpose stated.
3. Effective Date. The audit to be commenced at
the end of the current school fiscal year.
12. On Petition of ten or more k/'oters: To request
that the Town of Eppinq raise and appropriate a
sum not to exceed $9,0 0,00 to fund an Independent
audit of the Epping School District for the school
year 1987/1988., This audit will review administra-
tive practices of the school district and recommend
improvements if necessary. The budget committee
will be chartered to select an auditing firm based
on a sealed bid procedure.
13. To transact any other business which may legally
come before this meeting.












STATE OF NEW HAMPSHinE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
1989-90
BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
EPPiNG SCHOOL DISTRICT
DISTRIBUTION OF FORMS
BUDGET (RSA 32:7): Forward one sinned copy of the Dudget as aporoved bv 'he









To the Board of Selec±men
Town of Epping
Epping, New Haiipshire
We are currently performing an audit of the Town's 1988 general
purpose financial statements. The 1988 revaluation and efforts
to coitputerize the tax records resulted in delays in closing the
Town's books at year-end. These delays made it impossible to
submit the audited financial statements in time for printing in
the annual Town Report.
The final audit report will be available for Town Meeting. We
anticipate completing the audit by February 17, 1989, and
presenting the final audit report by late February.
Sincerely,
Melanson, Greenwood & Conpany
Nashua, New Hairpshire
City Plaza, 188 Main Street, P.O. Box 3050 • Nashua, NH 03061 •603-883-2440
P.O. Box 3 1 67 • Greenfield, MA 01 302 • 41 3-774-6574
Insert 35
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TOWN OF EPPING, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Management Report
For the Year Ended December 31, 1988
Insert 39
February 15, 1989
To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Epping
Epping, New Hampshire
We have audited the financial statements of the Town of Epping,
New Haitpshire for the year ended December 31, 1988, and have
issued our report thereon dated February 17, 1989. As part of
our examination, we made a study and evaluation of the Town's
system of internal accounting control to the extent we considered
necessary solely to determine the nature, timing, and extent of
our auditing procedures. Accordingly, we do not express an
opinion on the system of inteimal accounting control taken as a
vhole.
During our audit, we become aware of the following weaJoiess that
we consider to be material in the Town's system of internal
accounting control.
TAX OOLLECTOR CASH RECEIPTS
The Tax Collector's office is responsible for receiving
approximately $4 million in receipts per year. Because the
volume of transactions that occur each day, audit trails and the
daily receipt reconciliation process are very iirportant.
Currently, all receipts are summarized in a journal, however, the
journal is not subtotaled when deposits are made. This makes it
difficult to determine ^len tax receipts were actually deposited
and remitted to the Treasurer.
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We recxaiimand that the cash book be summarized v*ienever deposits
cire nade. This will create a better trail over the cash receipt
process and will provide added assurance that all cash is
deposited intact. Please note, however, that this should be an
automatic process once the Collector's automated tax collection
system is on-line.
Town's Response: The Town will pursue this matter.
The above mentioned weaSoiess was considered in determining the
nature, timing and extent of the audit tests to be applied in or
audit of the December 31, 1988 financial statements, and this
condition does not affect our report on those financial
statements dated February 17, 1989.
During our examination, we also noticed other weataiesses in the
system of internal accounting control that we do not feel
constitute material weaknesses, but, once corrected, will serve
to strengthen the Town's internal accounting control. These
weaknesses are listed below:
GENERAL LEDGER
The Town is currently tracking revenues and expenditures with an
automated system, however, a general ledger, vAiich is used to tie
together and summarize all the financial transactions of the
Town, is not maintained.
We recaramehd that the Town install a coirputerized general ledger
system that will be integrated with its current system.
Inplementation of a general ledger will be the cornerstone to
establishing a reliable recording and reporting system.
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Implementation of a general ledger will:
- Sitrplify the reconciliation of the Treasurer's cash
balances to the Bookkeeper's balances each month.
Allow the individual tax receivable balances per the Tax
Collector's commitment books to be reconciled to the
general ledger balances each month, without having to
verify the total commitment from the Board of Assessors,
the total cash tiomed over to the Treasurer, abatements
issued, refunds, tax titles, etc.
- Identify errors that may exist in the accounting records
on a monthly basis, so they may be corrected in a timely
manner.
- Allow immediate review of any account such as Surplus.
- Allow the Town to prepare various financial statements
and reports.
Town's Response: A regular review of expenditures & revenues has
been done. The implementation of a computerized general ledger
will be pursued.
DAILY DEPOSITS
The Tax Collector does not have any formal policies for
depositing receipts into her own checking account or remitting
the receipts to the Treasurer.
We recommend the elimination of a separate Collector checking
account and that receipts be deposited daily to a Town money
market account. This will inprove controls over cash receipts
and will irrprove the Town's investment earnings.
Insert 42
We finrther recommend that weekly summaries of receipts, by tax
and levy be given to the bookkeeper and summaries of water and
sewer receipts be given to the Water and Sewer Department. This
will insure that Town records are maintained accurately and up-
to-date.
Town's Response: The Town will pursue this matter.
COMPUTER PROGRAM UPGRADE
The Bookkeeper is currently using two unintegrated computer
systems: Real World Accounts Payable to record invoices and
print accounts payable checks, and Business Management Systems
(HyiS) to record revenues and expenses in the Municipal Fund
System. This requires the Bookkeeper to duplicate her work. We
spoke with representative of BMS who indicated that the newer
versions of the software are integrated (information from one
system is automatically entered into the other, updating the
information and reducing the amount of work to be done.)
We recommend that the Town have their software updated to the
most recent version. This will result in eliminating much
duplication of effort and will reduce the possibility of erxors
occurring in the posting process.
Town's Response: The software for this process was not avail-
able in 1988. According to the computer software company,
this will be available by the 3rd quarter of 1989.
COMEUTER BACK-UPS
We noted that coitputer backups of information were not being done
for all automated records on a regular basis. As the Town moves
towards increased automation the necessity of adequate back-up
information becomes more iirportant.
Insert 43
We recoramend that regular back-ups be made more frequently and on
a regular sc±iedule. We further recommend that a copy of the
information be kept in a fire protected safe either on or
preferably off location.
Town's Response: Backups of certain automated records are
already being done on a daily basis. We will
develop more formal procedures for safe
guarding all automated records,
APPROVAL OF VENDOR PAYMENTS
The Board of Selectmen currently authorize each vendor check
individually before payments are issued to vendors. This is a
very tedious and time-consuming process.
We recommend that a vendor "manifest" be prepared listing all
payments to be made. Instead of signing each check, the
Selectmen should approve the manifest in total. Any
discrepancies on the list could be crossed-off by the Selectmen
and documented on the manifest. The checks should all be
individually signed (or stamped) by the Treasurer, however.
In order to make this change and still retain all the internal
control currently in place, the Town should establish a separate
inprest "vendor" checking account. After the Selectmen approve
the manifest, money would be transferred from the Town's main
account to the vendor account equal to the total of the manifest.
The vendor checks would then be issued against this account. As
a further control, dual signatures should be required for all
checks over a certain dollar limit.
Town's Response: This will be reviewed based on our present
computer system. * * *
Insert 44
This letter sunrarizes the potential system inprovements that
came to our attention in the review of internal control performed
in connection with the audit of the financial statements for the
year ended December 31, 1988.
After you have had an opportunity to consider our findings and
recommendations, we shall be pleased to discuss them further with
you. We would like to thank you for the cooperation and courtesy
given to our firm during the course of the engagement.
Very truly yours,
rfelanson, Greenwood & Coirpany
Insert 45
Insert 46
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOL'S REPORI
In 1986-87 when I assumed the Super i n tendency o-f SAU *»14,
the test scores -for Epping Middle/High School were the
lowest in New Hampshire. The Cali-fornia tests showed
de-ficiences in reading, mathematics, and language usage.
The Seacoast Education Services writing sample performance
in that year was also substantially below average when
compared to other Seacoast school districts.
In 1988-89 these test results are substantially improved
The Seacoast Educational Services writing sample results
showed Epping High School tied with Oyster River and
Newmarket with the highest average writing sample scores
in the Seacoast region. The Epping High School Cali-fornia
Achievement Tests result in reading was just about average
in comparison with other New Hampshire high school students
in 1988. The Epping High School California Achievement
Tests result in math computation was also average in
comparison with New Hampshire high schools in 1988; while
language usage was just a shade below the average.
This substantial improvement is due to a determined effort
on the part of the faculty to improve education in the
Epping School District.
The results in the elementary school are equally dramatic.
The Epping Grade 8 California Achievement Test results
revealed that Epping students scored better than the
state average in reading, substantially better in
mathematics and average on the total battery score.
The language usage score was below the state average by
one percentile point virtually tie with the average New
Hampshire Orade 8 student.
The Epping Grade 4 test results were equally encouraging.
The Epping Grade 4 California Achievement fest results
revealed that the Epping students scored above the New
Hampshire state average in reading, tied with the state
average in language, mathematics and the total battery.
I am pleased to report these results as I believe that
Epping students have shown substantial improvement in
the past three or four years. I would like to take this
opportunity to congratulate both parents, students and
teachers for the magnificent showing and improvement which
i s ev i den t
.
Insert 47
Special education remains a substantial financial problem
for the Epping School District. In 15'87-88 there was not
enough money in the budget to meet special education needs.
These needs o-ften change rapidly due to students moiling
into or out o-f the district. In 198(7-88 the -financial
problem in special education was due to an expanding number
o-f students assigned out o-f the Epping public schools, so
called "contract tuition" students. The cost o-f these out-
o-f-district tuition services also increased rapidly.
It is important to recognize that special education
expenses are mandated by both Federal and New Hampshire law.
This -fact has been con-firmed in consultation with the New
Hampshire Division o-f Revenue Administration. The out-o-f-
district services are -for the most part provided to children
whose needs could never be meet in an Epping School setting.
The cost o-f special education is a substantial part o-f the
school budget. Although some aid is received -from the State
o-f New Hampshire and from the U.S. Government, the lion's
share o-f the expenses are paid by Epping taxpayers. With
local control comes local responsibility, consequently these
costs must be paid by the Epping taxpayer.





STATEMENT OF REVENUES. EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES
IN FUND BALANCES - BUDGET AND ACTUAL
GENERAL FUND
For the Year Ended June 30. 1988
REVENUES;
Local Sources:
Tax appropriation - current























Pr i nc i pa 1
Interest
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
TOTAL OF EXPENDITURES <OVER> UNDER REVENUES
Fund balance - July I, 1987
Changes In Fund Balance
Transfers in
Transfers out
Fund balance - June 30, 1988
Exhibit C
EPPING SCHOOL DISTRICT
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENSES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND
For the Year Ended June 30, 1988
NEW
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
REVISED PROJECT AUTHORIZATION - Note 10









STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENSES AND CHANGES IN RETAINED EARNINGS
FOOD SERVICE PROPRIETARY FUND TYPE














Personal services - salaries





OPERATING INCOME <LOSS> <86,769>
OTHER INCREASES (DECREASES) IN RETAINED EARNINGS;
Operating transfers from general fund
Operating transfers to general fund
TOTAL OTHER INCREASES <DECREASES> IN
RETAINED EARNINGS
NET INCOME <LOSS>
Retained Earnings - June 30, 1987










STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSITION
FOOD SERVICE PROPRIETARY FUND TYPE
For the Year Ended June 30, 1988







USES OF WORKING CAPITAL
NET INCREASE <DECREASE> IN WORKING CAPITAL <18,150>
ELEMENTS OF INCREASE <DECREASE> IN WORKING CAPITAL














STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
STUDENT ACTIVITIES FUNDS
For the Year Ended June 30, 1988
ASSETS
BALANCE BALANCE
JULY I, 1987 ADDITIONS DEDUCTIONS JUNE 30, 1988
Cash $
Accounts Recefvable-Interfund
21,966 $ 117,630 $ 119,144 $ 20,452
2,494 -0- 2,494 -0-
LIABILITIES
117.630 $ 121,638 $ 20,452
Accounts payable - Interfund
Accounts payable - Other
















NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS - JUNE 30. 1968
1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES;
The accounting policies of the Epping School District conform to generally accepted
principles for local educational governmental units except as indicated hereinafter.
The following is a summary of significant accounting policies.
Basis of Accounting
The accrual basis of accounting is used for all proprietary (food service) and
fiduciary (agency) funds. Governmental funds utilize the modified accrual basis
whereby revenues are recorded when measurable and available. Expenditures are
recorded when the liability is incurred (accrual basis) except:
a. Disbursements for inventory items (materials and supplies) are considered
expenditures at the time of purchase.
b. Prepaid expenses are not normally recorded.
General fixed assets are not capitalized in the accounting records when acquired.
Funds used to acquire general fixed assets and/or make debt service payments on
borrowings in connection therewith are accounted for as expenditures in the year
payments are made. The food service fund has never maintained a record of its fixed
assets and related depreciation accounts for measuring their operations. Generally
accepted accounting principles require that general fixed assets be capitalized and
accounted for in a separate fixed assets group of accounts.
Taxes Collected by Others
Under State Law, the Town of Epping collects School District taxes as part of local
property tax assessments. As collection agent, the Town Is required to pay over to
the School District its share of property tax assessments through periodic payments
based on projected cash flow requirements of the District. The Town assumes financial
responsibility for all uncollected property taxes.
Interfund - Transactions
During the course of normal operations, the School District has numerous transactions
between funds including expenditures and transfers of resources to provided services.
The accompanying governmental and proprietary funds financial statements reflect such
transactions as transfers.
Retirement Plan
Substantially all full time employees of the District participate in the State of New
Hampshire Retirement System. Under this plan, participants contribute annually a
percentage of compensation which is fixed by law and dependent upon age when
contributions begin. The District contribution rate for normal cost of the plan is
based upon an actuarial valuation of the State plan as of June 1988 and has been set
at .717. of annual compensation for teachers and 2.94% for other employees.
For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1988 the normal cost of the plan to the District
was $12,524. The amount, if any, of the excess vested benefits over pension fund
assets for the Epping School District is not available. At June 30, 1988, the
District had no past service cost obligation.
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Sick Leave
The Epping School District teachers may accumulate up to 150 days of sick leave.
Upon death or retirement applicable to RSA-192 the District will pay one half of the
current substitute pay per day for each day of accumulated sicl< leave, for which an
annual provision is made in the budget. The District does not record the cost of
sick leave when earned. Estimated value of accumulated sick leave for retirement
at June 30, 1988 is $4,084.00.
Inventory
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost or market value.
2. PURPOSE OF FUNDS AND ACCOUNT GROUPS;
The School District reports its activities In numerous individual funds to comply
with the limitations and restrictions placed on both the resources made available to
the School District and the services provided. Individual funds and account groups
summarized in the accompanying financial statements are classified as follows:
A. Governmental Funds
These funds are intended to provide recurring general services. They are
controlled by a budget approved by voters.
General Fund - used to account for all revenues and expenditures which are not
accounted for in other funds or account groups.
Capital Projects Fund
To account for the proceeds of the sale of General Obligation Bonds used to




Enterprise Funds - these funds account for operations of entities that provide
services for user charge, or other basis to the general public or for food service
operations.
C. Fiduciary Funds
Trust and Agency Funds - these funds are used to account for assets held by the
School District in a fiduciary capacity for various purposes including student
activities funds. Receipts and expenditures of each fund are governed by statutes
or local law.
D. General Long-term Debt - Account Group




NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS - JUNE 30, 1988
3. BUDGET:
The School District's budget represents functional appropriations as authorized by
annual or special School District meetings. The School Board may transfer funds
between operating categories as they are deemed necessary.
4. CHANGES IN LONG-TERM DEBT:
Bonds Payable - July 1, 1987 $ 3,235,000
Plus: New Issues
Less: Bonds retired 335,000
Bonds payable - June 30, 1988 $ 2,900,000
Bonds payable at June 30, 1988 are comprised of the following individual issues:
General Obligation Bonds:
$665,000 of 5.47. Junior High School Serial Bonds due in annual installments of
$115,000 through September 1993.
$1,635,000 New Elementary School Serial Bonds due in various installments and at
various interest rates through February 1995. This issue is State of
New Hampshire guaranteed.
$600,000 New Elementary School Serial Bonds due in various installments and at
various interest rates through July, 1996.
General Obligation Bonds;
General Obligation Bonds are direct obligations of the School District for which its
full faith and credit are pledged, and are payable from taxes levied on all taxable
property located within District boundaries.
The annual requirements to amortize all debt outstanding as of June 30, 1987 including
interest payments of $ 895,043 are as follows:







5. UNRESERVED FUND BALANCE OF THE GENERAL FUND: (Exhibit A & B)
The School District follows the practice of applying unreserved fund balances of the
General Fund of the current year as a reduction of taxes in the following year as
required by state statutes. At June 30, 1988, the unreserved fund balance was in a
deficit position <$16,II8>.
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ENCUMBRANCES:
Elementary school $ 34,330
The District follows the practice of encumbering unfilled purchase commitments at
year end. These encumbrances are reported as a component of fund balance. State
statute does not recognize such reserves as being unavailable for reduction of
subsequent year school taxes.
The above encumbrance represents the unexpended funds of a warrant article voted at
the March 1986 District Meeting to fund additional costs incurred for the elementary
school construction - $ 29,330. In addition, a $ 5,000 donation was made to the
district to do sidewalks around the new school.
7. CONTINGENT LIABILITIES:
A possible liability exists between the School District and an Epping property holder
over boundary rights. A suit was filed by the property owner during fiscal 1985 and
has been termed of nuisance value.
8. COMMITMENTS:
The District has entered into a three year contract with Berry Transportation for the
transportation of the District children for school years through 1990-1991. The cost
of the contract is $108,675 - (1988-1989); $114,120 - (1989-1990); $119,835 -
(1990-1991); payable in equal installments over the ten month periods of September
through June of each school year.
The District has also entered into a leasing arrangement to acquire a new school bus.
The lease agreement calls for four equal payments of $8,709, beginning with the fiscal
year ending June, 1987. After the final payment, the District will own the bus.
The School District has also entered into leasing agreements with S.A.U. #14 and the
SLC for floor space in the former elementary school building. SAU #14's lease is a one
year lease for $7,200. The SLC lease will expire on August 20, 1989. Its annual
lease income is $26,528 - (Notes 11 & 14). Per the agreement, capital improvements
performed by the tenants and approved by the District may be used to offset the
monthly rent.
9. NET CASH RESOURCES:
State statutes require that lunch program fund balances not exceed three times the
amount of average monthly expenditures for the overall program. Epping School
District's lunch program is in compliance with that statute.
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10. CAPITAL PROJECT;
The School District has committed to the construction of a new elementary
school adjacent to the present high school. Cost of the project has been
budgeted at $2.6 million. Approval of the voters of the Epping School
District was granted at a special meeting on June 20, 1985. On March 13, 1986
the voters of the Epping School District approved a warrant article calling
for an increase of $133,800 in the Capital Project Fund budget to provide for
equipment and additional site development. The designated Fund balance of the
project at June 30, 1988 was $9,314. This amount includes $104,470 of the
March i3, 1986 warrant article. The balance on the warrant article ($29,330)
is shown as an encumbrance in the general fund. (Note 6).
DEPOSITS:
The deposit represents a security deposit being held by the district on its
lease with the SLC.
12. DEFERRED REVENUE:
In June of 1988, the district received a $40,000 advance on its 1988-1989 tax
appropriation in order to cover a deficit cash position. This amount will be
reflected as income in the 1988-1989 fiscal year.
13. RESERVE FOR SPECIAL PURPOSE;
This represents additional sweepstakes revenue distributed by the State of
New Hampshire in July 1988. Epping School District chose to recognize the
revenue in the fiscal year ended June 1988. As this money was not
appropriated with the original budget for that year, or by special district
meeting on or before September 30, 1983, it is not eligible to be used to
offset the 1988-1989 tax rate. However, at the annual or a special district
meeting held prior to June 30, 1989, the district may vote to appropriate and
expend the surplus during fiscal year ending June 1989. If the money is not




NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS - JUNE 30. 1988
14. FACILITIES ACQUISITION AND CONSTRUCTION;
This amount includes $26,300 in improvements to the old Central School building by the
SLC. These improvements were made in lieu of cash payments to the district in
accordance with their lease. A corresponding amount of income is reflected in
Exhibit B "Local Sources - Miscellaneous Other."
15. CASH DEPOSITS AT FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS;
The district's cash deposit accounts are insured in full, up to $100,000, by the FDIC.
We have not been able to determine what insurance coverage, if any, exists for the
district's amounts in excess of that limit. During the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1988, the district had amounts on deposit in excess of the $100,000 limit by
as much as $195,509.
16. OVER EXPENDED APPROPRIATION ;
During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1988, the Epping School District was authorized
to expend $3,307,693 before fund transfers. The district over spent its
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296 COMSTOCK JR, FULLER A 363 Oil HB
2025 CONTOIS, GEORGE i MARTHA 364 007 080 173,600 R
133 CONEY, RICHARD J 307 012 172 33,500 H
299 CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH-EPPIN6 366 012 246 89,600 N
300 CONNELLY HEIRS, JOHN L S 367 Oil 127 32,900 R
301 CONNER, S JOSEPH J 368 012 270 57,100 R
302 CONNOLLY, PETER P 369 010 058 116,700 M
304 CONSERVATION COMMISSION 371 012 380
305 CONTI, PHILIP B 372 008 119-043 22,600 R
303 CONTRASTANO, PETER 370 002 026 72,800 R
303 CONTRASTANO, PETER 373 010 062 R
303 CONTRASTANO, PETER 2221 005 015-001
306 COOK, MARJORIE A 375 010 111 34,900 R
307 CQPITHORNE, CAROL L 376 008 119-119 16,100 R
311 CCSTA, GILBERT M 380 003 042-003 179,200 R
311 COSTA, GILBERT M 2176 003 042-001
311 COSTA, GILBERT M 2177 003 042-002
311 COSTA, GILBERT M 2178 003 042-004
311 COSTA, GILBERT H 2179 003 042-005
311 COSTA, GILBERT H 2180 003 042-006
311 COSTA, GILBERT H 2181 003 042-007
311 COSTA. GILBERT M 2182 003 042-008
311 COSTA, GILBERT M 2183 003 042-009
311 COSTA, GILBERT M 2184 003 042-010
311 COSTA, GILBERT H 2185 003 042-011
311 COSTA, GILBERT M 2186 003 042-012
311 CCSTA, GILBERT M 2187 003 042-013
311 COSTA, GILBERT M 2188 003 042-014
311 COSTA, GILBERT M 2189 003 042-015
311 COSTA, GILBERT H 2190 003 042-016
311 COSTA, GILBERT M 2191 003 042-017
311 COSTA, GILBERT M 2192 003 042-018
311 COSTA, GILBERT M 2193 003 042-019
311 COSTA, GILBERT M 2194 003 042-020
311 COSTA, GILBERT M 2195 003 042-021
312 COTE, DAVID S 381 008 089 68,700 R
314 COTE, GERARD 383 012 433 37,600 H
315 COTE, JEANETTE 384 002 003 A 31,200 H
316 COTE, LIONEL J 385 006 005
316 COTE, LIONEL J 386 012 016 54,300 R
317 COTE, REGINA 387 012 297-001 21,400 H
1838 COTE, RENALD J 20O0 003 049-07 148,800 R
318 COTE, ROBERT H 388 012 297
1625 COTE, ROGER P 1906 010 112-fl 27,900 M
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523 FECTEAU, HICHAEL J
523 FECTEAU, hICHAEL J
523 FECTEAU, HIChAEL J

























524 FECTEAU, THOMAS N 632 012 338 63,000 R 53,700 R 116,700
524 FECTEAU, THOMAS W 633 012 371 31,700 R 47,900 R 79,600
2053 FEDOLFI, IAN, R. i KAREN C. 1512 012 108-001 67,000 R 53,500 R 120,500
1839 FENHO, DAN F.!i RICH, 6.R. 612 003 025 63,900 R 54,200 R 118,100
525 FENSTERflAKER, BROVER 634 010 028 49,800 H 74,900 R 124,700
525 FENSTERMAKER, GROVER 635 010 028-00! 14,900 R
526 FENSTERMAKER, JERRY 636 010 030 50,200 M 49,300 R
527 FERLAND, GEORGE R 637 008 025 77,700 R 61,100 R
528 FERNALD ET AL, JEAN B 638 003 013 169,300 R
529 FERREIRA, ROY B 639 Oil 066 113,400 R 451,600 R
530 FICKETT, ROBERT K 640 008 085 80,200 R 59,300 R
531 FIELDING, PAUL 641 Oil 166 86,100 R 57,400 R
532 FINAN, SALLY A 6'42 004 075 61,200 R 54,900 R
533 FINLAYSGN, RICHARD 643 008 119-089 18,800 R
534 FINNEfiORE, JANE 644 010 337 53,500 R 57,800 R
2017 FISKER, Af,Y 2235 007 052-001 46,300 R
632 FISHER, CLAIRE GORDON 754 012 220 53,100 R 49,000 R
536 FITCK, ARTHUR V 646 008 119-018 16,100 R
537 FITCH, KENNETH 647 008 119-091 17,900 R
538 FITZHEYER, DENNIS J 643 010 165-6 54,100 R 51,200 R
539 FHLER, ElLIOT J 649 012 410 47,700 R 54,700 R
541 FLAHERTY, JAMES A 651 012 015-006B 44,200 i1
542 FLETCHER, MICHAEL 652 007 076-4 23,700 «
544 FLOYD, HAZEL B 654 008 119-062 19,600 R





















545 FOISY, PSTRICIfi A
546 FOLEY, JOSEPH M
547 FOLEY, STEPHEN
548 FOLLANSBEE, DAVID B
549 FOLSCM, DAVID
550 FOLSOM, NEAL C
551 FONTAINE, SHRILEY A
552 FOOTE, JOHN E
553 FORAND, ROGER
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857 LAN6D0N, PAUL D
857 LAN6DDN, PAUL B
857 LANGDQN, PAUL D
B57 LAN6D0N, PAUL D
857 LANGDQN, PAUL D
857 LANGDQN, PAUL D
857 LANGDQN, PAUL D
857 LSNEDON, PAUL D












































857 LAN6D0N, PAUL D
857 LANGDQN, PAUL D
857 LANGDQN, PAUL D
857 LANGDQN, PAUL D
857 LANGDQN, PAUL D
B57 LANGDON, PAUL D
357 LANGDQN, PAUL D
357 LANGDON, PAUL D
657 LANGDQN, PAUL D
857 LANGDQN, PAUL D
857 LANGDQN, PAUL D
E57 LANGDON, PAUL D
557 LANGDQN, PAUL D
857 LANEDCN, PAUL D
657 LANGDON, PAUL D
858 LftPIESRE, VIRGINIA B
1698 LAPQINTE, SCOTT iii
359 LARO, hiCHAEL i
























































































362 LATQuR, ROBERT 1C33 004
1365 LATOURELLE , ilLLIAH R i JANET 2247 003
863 LATTIME, FRANK 1034 012
d64 LATKEN, OLGIE A 1035 012
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1297 RUSHFORD, KENNETH H
1298 RUSSELL, CHARLES A



























1971 RUSSMAN, JEREMY 2223 006
1300 S N K S ELDERLY HOUSING INC 1528 012
1302 SACCO, JEROME J 1530 012
1303 SAILUS, ANDREW 1531 010
1304 SALINDER, BRIAN T 1532 010
1305 SANBGRS, CHARLES P 1533 012
1305 SANBORN, CHARLES P 1534 Oil
1306 SANBORN, DOr^iALD 1535 Oil
1306 SANBORN, DONALD 1536 004



































1789 SANBORN, RICHARD 1538 009 077
1308 SANBORN, RICHARD F 1540 01! 160 190,600 R
1309 SANDE, NORMAN A 1541 008 119-066 17,500 R
1870 SANDERS, NEIL i MYRNA 2167 010 088-001 38,000 M








1310 SANTUCCI, LOUIS J 1542 006 OBO 69,000 R 71,500 R
1311 SANVILLE, RICHARD 1543 Oil 020 65,000 R 94,600 R
1312 SARGENT, DORIS 1544 012 155 52,000 R 43,800 R
1314 SAUNDERS, ROBERT 1546 012 015-019C 50,900 H
1315 SAVAGE JR, LESTER E 1547 OOB 119-070 29,700 R C
1846 SAVICKAS, WILLIAM 1543 005 024 27,800 M 49,200 R
1317 SAVICLI, JOHN J 1549 010 009 26,300 R 61,600 R
1318 SAHYER, SILLIAM R 1550 010 31B 55,700 R 54,100 R
1320 SCAGEL, ELIZABETH A 1551 007 024 76,900 R 54,200 R
1319 SCASEL, KENNETH M 1552 007 0S3 393,500 R 312,600 R
1319 SCAGEL, KENNETH M 1553 007 009 455,200 R
1321 SCAGLIOTTI, HARRY 1554 012 240 65,700 R 44,300 R
1322 SCAGLIOTTI, RUDOLPH 1555 012 408 47,900 R 57,500 R
1323 SCAMPINI, THOMAS 1557 003 071 63,000 R 54,200 R
















1324 SCHIER, FLORENCE J 1558 012 015-C12A 35,700 M
1325 SCHLAICH, SILLIAM 1559 012 015-013A 23,100 M
1326 SCHMIDT, PAUL H 1560 008 112 111,900 R 44,100 R
1323 SCHROEDER, ADAS S 1562 009 086 65,400 R 54,100 R
1330 SCHULTZE ESTATE, CARL ii. 1563 004 059
1331 SCHUMANN, ROBERT 1565 002 001-001 32,700 M
1322 SCHWARZ, THEODORE 71 012 015-009A 46,600 M
1332 SCOTT, MICHAEL P 1566 01! 016 90,200 R 53,700 R
1333 SCOTT, NILLIAM C 1567 007 019 44,300 R 48,900 R
1334 SEAVEY, DANIEL F 1563 010 091 60,400 R 61,300 R
1,200
0,000 u
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1493 VALLONE, CHRISTINE 1752
1494 VANDERPOT, PAUL ft 1753
1866 VANSICKLE, QUENTIN R I GLORIA 1529
1495 VATCHER, HARK G 1754





















1499 VICTORIA JR, JOHN
2024 VIEIRA, PATRICKfl A.



























1505 VISCONTE, GEORGE R
1614 VIZVARY, KEVIN M
1506 VOGLER, ROGER C
1506 VOGLER, ROGER C
























1510 WALKER, GEORGE V
1511 HALL, SHIRLEY
1513 NALSH JR, THOMAS J
1512 HALSH, JOHN M
























1673 HARD, NANCY J 2045 008
1515 WARD, NILLIAM W 1771 012
1516 NASHBURN, FRED 1773 012
1926 WASON, AUSTIN B. Il SHIRLEY 2249 003














































1521 WEBBER, ROBERT H
























1521 WEBBER, ROBERT H 2259 009 060-002 10,400 R
1522 WEBSTER, THOMAS 1862 007 076-2 27,000 «
1670 WEDDLETON, ELIZABETH 1861 012 207 35,600 R 40,300 R
1524 WEIDIG JR, EDWIN F 1785 Oil 033 170,800 R 92,700 R






1671 WELCH, MICHAEL D
1526 WELLENBERSER, PETER S
1527 WELLS, ANNIE G
1528 WENZEL, PETER P
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